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BAD SEAMSTRESS BLUES

A 
little international 

travel can really 

broaden your 

horizons. Let me see 

if I can tell you what I learned 

this last week in less than 

the 700 words I have here.

Last week, I flew to Colorado 

for the Paradise Gathering. 

It’s a long way—particularly 

when the clock keeps going 

back in time the more miles 

you travel. I went with my 

lovely colleague, Sarah, who 

some of you might know from 

our events. She had an iPod 

with her that her boyfriend 

had given her: this is known 

as “a lovely gesture”. Said iPod 

came “pre-loaded” with the 

soundtrack to just The Lion 

King which is not really known 

as a gesture of anything 

except terror, and in my house, 

means you would have to do 

all the crap chores for at least 

a month and get nothing but 

half a Twix for your birthday. 

Personally, I think he stole it 

from some kid in the street 

and couldn’t wipe it clean, 

but that’s just my opinion.

Sarah is also a vegetarian. 

This means that while the 

carnivores were tucking into 

hot slops masquerading as 

airline food in a metal tray, 

she got handed half a roll with 

one slice of tomato and one 

slice of cucumber in it. It was 

so heartbreakingly pathetic 

that the guy sitting next to 

her handed over his cheese 

panini so that she would stop 

crying. Seriously, U.S. Air have 

got a lot of work to do when it 

comes to service. They seem 

more concerned with making 

sure you’re not listening 

to The Circle Of Life while 

landing (because apparently 

that can bring a plane down) 

than seatbelts and explaining 

clearly where emergency 

exits are. Simply waving your 

hands around like you got 

your fingers trapped in the 

car door is not helpful. I know 

none of us really watch what 

they’re doing, but the last 

thing you want on a long flight 

is a waitress who thinks she’s 

a copper—but I guess that’s 

not half as bad as a copper 

who thinks they’re a waitress.

These things are all about 

managing expectation. I 

expected a comfortable 

professional flight and aside 

from getting up in the air and 

back down again with the 

wings still on, that’s not what I 

got. When you fly to the States, 

you kind of expect ‘home of 

the brave, land of the free’, 

but what you will actually get 

is frisked like a dime-store 

hooker and asked if you have 

anything that can be used as 

a weapon on the flight… such 

as The Lion King soundtrack 

perhaps, but nobody found 

that particularly funny when 

I pointed it out at security.

Coming back is just as bad. 

Every single time I come in 

through immigration, they 

always say “Why are you at 

this counter? Why didn’t you 

go to the fast counter because 

you’re a UK citizen?” Well, 

maybe if you put a sign up 

that said ‘British? Come to this 

counter’, I would—along with 

the 400 other people that are 

also holding your immigration 

queue up you fools.

It’s a weird world out there. 

Most people are just getting 

by and doing their thing, but 

because some people aren’t 

doing what they’re supposed 

to be doing, the world is 

falling apart at the seams. 

Topically-ish, the office just 

took a call from a guy who 

decided he has to feed his 

family better and will be a 

tattooist. When told there was 

a lot more to it than hanging 

It’s OK tO be ‘pretty gOOd’ at taKIng 
a bath, cuttIng yOur Own haIr and 

watchIng tV because nObOdy cares

03the neeDle haS lanDeD
edItorIal

out a sign, his reaction was 

that he would simply buy his 

supplies from eBay. That’s 

just what the world needs, 

right? Another person with 

the balls to call themselves a 

chef and hand you a roll with 

a solitary slice of tomato on it. 

“I think I’m pretty good” is not 

a licence to do anything. Drive 

a car, tattoo, make airline 

food… nothing. It’s OK to be 

‘pretty good’ at say, taking a 

bath, cutting your own hair 

and watching TV, because it 

doesn’t matter—nobody cares.

But when you want to 

get in the sandpit with all 

the other kids, that roll had 

better be looking damn tasty. 

People will talk when you’re 

not there and those people 

will say—“he calls himself a 

chef, but all I got was this roll 

with a slice of tomato on it.”

Andre Zechmann





YOU SAY YOU WANT A REVOLUTION?

rightly points out, 

“I feel like I would 

die if I didn’t have 

tattooing in my life.” 

PEPPE
For 20 years Peppe 

at Left Hand Tattoo 

in Piteå has been 

adorning skin with 

realistic motifs, a 

direction he found 

early on in his 

career via the legend 

of Paul Booth. 

SPECIAL 
FEATURES

15 MInUTE SLEEvES
Having a large 

tattoo has become 

very popular and 

modern customers 

want to play their 

part in designing it. 

This article contains 

a simple and clever 

method of creating 

a sleeve concept but 

it is relevant for all 

large-scale pieces. 

TERRI AnD 
MARTYn ALTILAR  
Terri and Martyn 

are no strangers 

to the tattoo scene. 

Nice work if you can 

get it we hear you 

say… but it ain’t 

easy out there…

OCCUPY!
You say you want 
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SUSPECTS

ARTIST
PROFILES  

MIKE MOSES 
Out in the wilds of 

America, where the 

land meets the sky, 

there’s a little pocket 

of nothingness—a 

vacuum if you 

will—and then Mike 

Moses moved in… 

brace yourself.

MATT LAMBDIn
Experiencing the art 

of Matt Lambdin 

is like turning up 

the radio when a 

great song comes 

along—this one 

goes up to 11.

DAvE TEvEnAL
Creativity can be a 

very cruel mistress. 

Dave Tevenal 

understands this 

concept—as he 
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a revolution, but 

what exactly does 

that look like? Well, 

rather like this, and 

it’s very, very real…

MEGAn 
MASSACRE
When Megan 

Woznicki, better 

known to the world 

as Megan Massacre, 

walks into a room, 

it’s hard not to be 

drawn to her. True, 

the blindingly bright 

orange and yellow 

hair doesn’t hurt, 

but there’s more 

to it than that. 

MAnCHESTER 
InTERnATIOnAL 
The significance 

of the Manchester 

International Tattoo 

Show should never be 

underestimated. For 

many years, it’s been a 

mainstay in the tattoo 

calendar, and now, in 

the hands of the people 

who bring you Tattoo 

Jam, it only continues 

to get better…

OCCUPY

48 HOURS OF TATTOOING IN FIVE PAGES

MAnCHESTER 
TATTOO SHOW

This publication is
printed by Warners
01778 395111
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 SION
MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On ME)
THE FIRST OF THE 
RAVENS ON mY WRIST. 
NO bRAINER.

MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On SOMEOnE ELSE)
THIS cHANGES dAY TO 
dAY IN THIS jOb, bUT AS 
I WRITE THIS, THE NINE-
TAILEd FOx FROm mATT 
AT IRONcLAd IS IN THIS 
ISSUE SOmEWHERE… 
dOOZY.

TOP OF MY WISH LIST
THAT THE ONcOmING 
dOcTOR WHO SPEcIAL 
WON’T bE EVEN A 
LITTLE bIT ScHLOckY. 
WELL, YOU ASkEd...

MY IMAGInARY TIME 
MACHInE IS SET TO
1971. LET’S HOPE THIS 
TImE AROUNd mY mA 
WANTS TO TAkE mE 
TO SEE THE dOORS 
dO THEIR THING—ANd 
mAYbE ZIGGY STARdUST 
AS WELL WHILE SHE’S 
AT IT.

IF I RULED THE WORLD
THE INTERNET WOULd 
bE SWITcHEd OFF 
AT SOURcE AT LEAST 
THREE dAYS A WEEk.

SORRY, I FORGOT
TO EmAIL YOU bAck, 
ANSWER YOUR TExTS 
ANd RETURN YOUR 
cALLS. 

THE H     T LIST

SHARP PRACTICE 
GUEST SPOT
from October 14–19, The Sharp Practice 

in Salisbury are having the Swedish  

tattoo artist, Daniel ‘Munken’ 

Liothe, doing a guest spot. for more 

information: 01722 410148.

GOD HAS MOVED
OhhMyGod Tattoo has moved to the new 

location of Archway in north London. 

The studio is now fully up and running 

with new artists having been added 

to the OMG Tattoo roster. Word on the 

street has it that they will also soon be 

selling custom built tattoo machines 

(not to any old bloke that walks in off the 

street… obviously.) OhhMyGod Tattoo, 123 

Junction road, Archway n19 5PX or check 

them out online at ohhmygod.co.uk.

Our good buddy, Giles at Wildcat, 
has given us five copies of the 
Tattoo Nation DVD—plus, we 
also have an extra copy that 
is due to be signed by Danny 
Treijo, which is worth its 
weight in cool that’s for sure 
Much as we’d like to keep it for 

ourselves, it’s with a heavy heart 

that it must be given away. Such is 

its value that the comp this month 

is a little harder than normal 

(mostly because I like to see you work for free swag every 

now and again). All you have to do is send an email to editor@

sknideep.co.uk with the subject line being the answer to this 

question (though judging by some past entries, there are some 

out there who struggle with figuring out which one the subject 

line is, but you will learn…): name the movie in which Danny 

Trejo plays the mighty character of Machete. Think hard…

While you’re still online after you’ve done that, go 

check out the Wildcat collection here: wildcat.co.uk.

WILDCAT TATTOO
nATIOn DvD GIvEAWAY

wIn

cOpyrIght 
prOtectIOn
There’s a neat article on Alternative Press from a couple of 

weeks back that investigates who owns your tattoos and 

how nfL players may need to seek copyright protection for 

displaying their tattoos. Whilst this is mostly relevant in the 

USA (due to obviously different laws to us and their inate 

ability to sue the ass off you just for thinking about it if 

there’s money involved), it does make a good read. It would 

be good to hear your opinions on this from both sides of the 

Atlantic, so fire up the Quattro and get your thoughts down…

The rather long link is this: altpress.com/news/entry/who_owns_

your_tattoos_nfl_players_seek_copyright_protection_for_their_body
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SHORT SLEEvES THE H     T LIST

LOST BOYS STUDIO MOVE
That vagabond of style Johny D Matthews 

has a new studio and he’d very much like 

people to stop by for tea and cake. you 

can now find him here: Johny D Matthews 

& Lost Boys Tattoo Lounge, 76 north Cliff 

rd, Conisbrough, Dn12 3JP.

… AND SO HAS OTTO
If you’ve ever been to one of our shows, 

you’ll know who Otto D’Ambra is. Master 

of the bizarre but nonetheless, damned 

awesome single colour image. Anyway, 

by the time you read this, The White 

Elephant will be up and running—and 

he ain’t the only craftsman there either. 

here’s what you need to know: White 

Elephant, 225 Well Street, hackney E9 

6RG London • Telephone 0208 533 6909 

• thewhiteelephantstudio.co.uk.

now get your ass down there…

 SCOTT
MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On ME)
NEck TATTOOS bY 
kRISTIAN RIcHARdS AT 
FRONTIER, cARdIFF 

MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On SOMEOnE ELSE)
TOO mANY TO LIST, 
mIkE GIANTS bIcYcLE 
TATTOOS ARE PRETTY 
cOOL THOUGH

TOP OF MY WISH LIST
A mIkE mcGILL, POWELL 
PERALTA dEck, PLEASE… 
ANYONE?

MY IMAGInARY TIME 
MACHInE IS SET TO
THE ROOTS TOUR OF 
2003—WHAT GOES ON 
TOUR…

IF I RULED THE WORLD
I’d bAN mEN FROm 
WEARING SHORTS 
AbOVE THE kNEE, WAIT, 
REAL mEN dON’T WEAR 
SHORTS AbOVE THE kNEE!

SORRY, I FORGOT
I NOW HAVE INSTAGRAm: 
ScOTTcOLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

 PAULA
MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On ME)
IT’S ALWAYS THE 
NEWEST ONE, THAT WAY 
THEY ALL GET A TURN.

MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On SOMEOnE ELSE)
ALmOST ANYTHING bY 
GUY LE TATOOER.

TOP OF MY WISH LIST
AN IPAd THAT ISN’T 
cRAckEd.

MY IMAGInARY TIME 
MACHInE IS SET TO
SEASON ONE OF THE 
SOPRANOS.

IF I RULED THE WORLD
I’d SPENd THE 
WHOLE bUdGET ON 
EdUcATION.

SORRY, I FORGOT
TO TURN THE IRON OFF. 
PERPETUALLY.

sIcK pLugs
gIVIng away stuFF 
FOr a whOLe year
Sick Plugs is a whole year old! To help them celebrate their 

first birthday, they’re giving one Skin Deep reader the chance 

to win £20 to spend at www.sickplugs.co.uk every single month 

for the next 12 months—you do the maths… whichever way 

you slice it, it sounds good to us if you’re inclined to put 

things in holes you’ve made in your body.

The price for such generosity? Well, the plan was to make 

you listen to Tori telling you a little bit about her company, 

but it’s all good… we figured we’d just show you some 

pictures instead—that way we all win! All you’ve got to do 

for this one is mail editor@skindeep.co.uk with the subject line 

of ‘SICKPLUGS’ and we’ll mail the entries on for Tori to pick 

a winner. you will more than likely be added to their mailing 

list, but hey… you want free stuff, that’s what it costs!

art dueLs
Art duels: tattoos, Graffiti and illustrations is a charity 
sketchbook bursting with “battles” between up-and-
coming and established tattooists, graffiti artists and 
illustrators. Each pair of artists has been given two elements 
to base their artwork on to duel with a second artist 
The final products have been put together in this sketchbook 

and will be available for all to buy with 100 percent of sales 

from the book going to Macmillan Cancer Support.

Tattoo artists in the book include: Jo harrison, rachel Baldwin, 

Jamie Greaves, Mark Poole, Drew romero, Xico, Matt Webb, rich 

Warburton, and more. Street artists include Mr. Zero, simitchell, 

Squirl, SP Zero76, Sparock and Kid30. Illustrators include: rootz, 

Business for Satan, Captain Bukioe, Gnash and Ene Ene.

The book is available at www.artduels.bigcartel.com

for the price of £20—this is a great cause, so the least 

you can do is go check it out. It’s very cool…
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October 18–20
THE CAlGARy TATTOO 
& ARTS FESTivAl
BMO Centre (Stampede Park)

20 roundup Way SE,

Calgary, AB T2G 2W1,

Canada

October 19–20
OBERBAiRiSCH TATTOO 
& KöRPERKunST TAGE
Inntalhalle

Loretowiese

D-83026 rosenheim

Germany

www.tattoo-tage.de

October 25–27
GuARulHOS TATTOO FEST
Internacional Eventos (Antiga Phillips)

r. João Cavalari, 133 – Ponte Grande

Guarulhos – São Paulo, 

07030-020

Brazil

October 25–27
GATHERinG OF THE GiAnTS TATTOO 
& ARTS COnvEnTiOn
Miami-Dade County 

fair & Exposition

10901 Coral Way

Miami, fL 33165,

United States

www.miamitattooexpo2013.com

October 26–27
WilDSTylE & TATTOO MESSE 
TOuR 2013—GRAz
Stadthalle Graz

Messeplatz 1

8010 Graz,

Austria

www.wildstyle.at

October 31–november 3
nEW ORlEAnS TATTOO 
vOODOO ExPO
Best Western Plus Landmark hotel

2601 Severn Avenue

Metairie, LA 70002,

United States

www.tattoovoodooexpo.com

november 1–3
CRAzy A.i.T.S. (AuSTRAliAn 
inTERnATiOnAl TATTOO SHOW)
hilton on the Park

192 Wellington Parade

Melbourne VIC 3002,

Australia

www.crazyaitshow.com

OLIVer pecK’s MusIc 
and tattOO FestIVaL

 BARBARA
MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On ME)
A TRIbUTE TO 
ALExANdER mcQUEEN 
bY dAN SmITH. 

MY FAvOURITE TATTOO 
(On SOMEOnE ELSE)
THE bOWERY HOTEL 
LOGO ON kAT VON d. 

TOP OF MY WISH LIST 
GETTING TATTOOEd IN 
jAPAN.  

MY IMAGInARY TIME 
MACHInE IS SET TO
1976, SO I cAN PARTY 
WITH bON ScOTT ANd 
Ac/dc. 

IF I RULED THE WORLD
IT WOULd bE LIkE 
ONE bIG LIbERAcE 
PERFORmANcE. 

SORRY, I FORGOT
mY TImE mAcHINE IS 
ALSO SET TO THE 1890S, 
SO I cAN bE OScAR 
WILdE’S bFF.

THE H     T LIST

www.elmstreetmusictattoo.com
day

One

Nate ‘Igor’ Smith
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november 1–3
DuBlin TATTOO COnvEnTiOn
red Cow Moran hotel Dublin

22 naas rd

Dublin 22, Co. Dublin,

Ireland

www.dublintattooconvention.com

november 2–3
EinDHOvEn TATTOO COnvEnTiOn
Klokgebouw 

Beukenlaan 1A,

5616 Sh Eindhoven

The netherlands

www.unitedconventions.com

november 2–3
HAllOWEEn TATTOO BASH
Coal Exchange, 

Mount Stuart Square,

The Exchange Buildings,

Cardiff,Cf10 5EB, Cf10 5fQ,

United Kingdom

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

november 8–10
4TH BRuSSElS TATTOO COnvEnTiOn
Tour Et Taxis

havenlaan 86C

B1000 Bruxelles

Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

november 8–10
FlOREnCE TATTOO COnvEnTiOn
fortezza Da Basso

Viale filippo Strozzi, 1

50129 florence,

Italy

www.florencetattooconvention.com

november 16–17
EAST COAST TATTOO ExPO
highfield Grange holiday Park

London road

Clacton-on-Sea, Essex 

CO16 9Qy,

United Kingdom

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

December 14–15
JuRASSiC COAST TATTOO COnvEnTiOn
Allendale Community Centre

hanham road

Wimborne Minster, Dorset Bh21 1AS,

United Kingdom

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

TATTOO FREEzE
January 12, 2014
The International Centre 

Telford, Shropshire Tf3 4Jh,

United Kingdom

www.tattoofreeze.com

FaSt FactS:
*The Sailor jerry presents Elm Street music and Tattoo Festival took place in deep Ellum, dallas, Texas from 
September 13–15. *There was a 24-hour tattoo marathon of Friday the 13th. *50-plus tattooers, including chris 
Nunez, and a whole bunch of bands attended the fest.

day
twO

day
three
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Let’s jump straight in. What you’ll 

need to do is to find a book with 

illustrations that you find exciting. 

Scan three or four interesting 

sections from the book into your 

computer, print them off, cut them 

out and piece them together with 

sticky tape. The size you print 

them off should match the area 

where the artwork will eventually 

get tattooed. Simple and done 

in 15 minutes. All of the images 

within this article were done 

in this way. What you will have 

done here is to create a concept.

Let me explain why this 

superficially basic idea is actually 

quite clever. In truth, big pieces 

are now in vogue and the standard 

starting point for the majority 

of people wanting sleeves or 

big panels is to go straight to 

the computer and do a Google 

search for imagery. This is not 

necessarily a great place to start 

because the internet is awash with 

unrelated imagery, and within 

your 15 minutes, you’ll find you 

have come up with thousands of 

images that will confuse you.

Although you’ll have lots of 

ideas you will not have a concept 

which—for a large piece—should 

be the starting point. By getting 

a book of illustrations you are 

actually gaining a clear direction 

because the author will have 

worked this out for you, which 

should guarantee that the concept 

will work. This is why all the 

designs shown here are clear 

and not a muddle. I always use 

books and prefer this to internet 

searches every time. Dover Books 

have a vast range of copyright-free 

15-MInUTE SLEEvES
creatIng yOur Own tattOO: 
One In a MInI-serIes
Having a large tattoo has become very popular and modern customers want 
to play their part in designing it. This article contains a simple and clever 
method of creating a sleeve concept, but it is relevant for all large scale pieces. 
And the best part—it is fun, easy to do, and takes only 15 minutes…

books and they are a great place 

to start your exploration of ideas.

What you will create in 15 

minutes can be taken to a tattoo 

shop and they should be able to 

turn them into a clever piece of 

tattooing with ease. This does 

WOODY’S 
TATTOO STUDIO

28 High St
High Wycombe

buckinghamshire 
HP11 2AG

01494 464023
woodystattoostudio.com

away with the problem of getting 

someone to design something 

from your head, which rarely 

works out well—and with this 

method you are in control of the 

end product. Also the fact that this 

process takes 15 minutes means 

 
 W
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If your process is taking more than 15 
minutes this is a sign that you are over-
thinking things, something isn’t working, 
and it is time to move on to a new idea

that it is quick and easy to make 

lots of sleeves, and if you don’t like 

any of them you can go on to make 

even more with ease. This is better 

than floundering with a single idea 

for months which I often see.

It is important that each piece 

of your concept has only three 

or four images knitted together 

as this limits the tendency to 

bring in too many elements: it 

adds a necessary control. If your 

process is taking more than 

15 minutes this is a sign that 

you are over-thinking things, 

something isn’t working, and it is 

time to move on to a new idea.

As I said, the images on this 

page were all conceived in 15 

minutes and your tattooist can 

work from these. The fact that I 

have turned them into full colour 

renderings and then turned 

them into the 3D models is not 

necessary, and serves only to 

show the potential of the idea. In 

fact each design, from scanned 

illustrations fully assembled with 

sticky tape, to full 3D model, 

took on average one-and-

three-quarter hours. I tend 

to add smears of charcoal 

to my designs, which is 

why they take 15 minutes 

and not ten, but that’s 

just me being me and is 

not a necessary addition 

when you’re handing 

a preliminary design 

over to a professional 

tattoo artist.

Best of luck with 

your concept.
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 Rik Van boeckel   mr.P

behInd 
cLOsed 
dOOrs

Mr P

Hanging out at conventions in Belgium, I came to notice the 
remarkable neo-traditional tattoos of Mr. P. They are based on 
American traditional, but he gives his own twist to the style with 
elements from the baroque and sculptures; little paintings on the 
skin, that’s the way his tattoos look like. He tattoos at Ritual Tattoo 
in Brussels and often has guest spots around the world
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his entrance 

into the tattoo 

world came out 

of the skate and 

snowboard scene: 

“I drew already, did the graphics 

for the boards and got myself 

tattoos in the period that I 

was part of that scene. 

I’ve been tattooing 

for 12 years 

now—I started 

in a streetshop 

and later opened 

my own shop 

with Lynn Akura: 

Inkaddict. We 

closed it again 

though because we 

did too many guest spots! 

We travelled a lot and it was just 

impractical. At the moment I have 

a secure place at ritual Tattoo. 

Luckily they give me enough 

freedom to visit conventions and 

to do guest spots in England, 

france and Canada. Last season, 

I visited 16 conventions. During 

my travels I meet a lot of artists 

and the ones where I work as a 

guest artist, are those who I look 

up to, from whom I can learn. 

It’s also important that I can add 

something to their work. They 

do the same as I do or something 

completely different. I can learn 

from every artist that is as good as 

I am or better. It’s absolutely worth 

working in other studios to see 

how they tattoo.”

I drew already, did 
the graphics for 

the boards and got 
myself tattoos

“My style is based on American traditional with the five colours and typical lines. 

What I add are elements from the baroque—so it’s more refined than you will see in an 

original traditional tattoo. Sculptures of people and of faces also interest me because 

they show something quiet behind the scenes and there is a hidden sadness in them. 

I don’t want to only look at tattoos—I rather look at art. I want to search for references 

much further than tattoos, to look to the origin of the image, to redraw it in a way that 

it can be tattooed.”
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“I also look to the work of painters and sculptors. I admire the 

art nouveau of Alphonse Mucha and also the artistic work of 

Michelangelo and Da Vinci. They were great, were the last big classic 

artists. I also get my inspiration from books and the internet. for 

sculptures, I don’t have to travel because Brussels is a city with 

many artistic pieces and art nouveau in the streets. I take the 

time to walk around—to see touristic things, to take pictures… 

I also go to Paris, that’s almost the same as Brussels for me. So 

I find new references I can use in my tattoos all the time. 

Brussels is a city withmany artistic pieces andart nouveau in the streets

tHIevING MaGPIe
“my customers have 
a clear idea what 
they want. I impose 
nothing on them. The 
customer is free and 
together we make a 
nice project out of 
it. I tattooed this on 
a woman who was 
robbed. The bird is 
the thief. The razor 
stands for revenge. 
At the same time the 
hand sets the bird free 
and symbolises in this 
way that she wants to 
forget and to forgive.”
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c
ollaborating is an inherent part of custom 

tattoo culture, and in my opinion, there 

are very few studios embracing the 

word ‘collaboration’ to quite the same 

stratospheric extremes as The Circle Studio. Situated 

in the heart of social activity—London’s media and 

fashion mecca, Soho—the Circle’s latest incarnation; 

an amalgamation with ‘Converse UK’ to celebrate their 

recent rock ‘n’ roll  rebranding of the hugely iconic 

and much loved Chuck Taylor All Star sneaker, now 

newly kinked up, with zips and studs, for the rock 

Craftsmanship collection.

The one month long schedule, entitled ‘Get Loud’, 

offered up a four-course subculture platter of hard 

rock live music, events featuring Metz, Pure Love, 

Bring Me The horizon, as well as a press launch DJ set 

courtesy of skeleton-faced Zombie Boy, photographic 

displays straight from the lens Ami Barwell, along 

with more than a skin full of one-off custom tattoos 

hand-crafted by a select swarm (my new collective 

noun for a group of tattoo artists, namely down to 

the associative buzzing of their machines) including: 

Adrien Edek, Matt ‘Oddboy’ Barrett-Jones, Kamil Mocet, 

frederick reinel to name but a few.

With the queue stretching out beyond the 

neighbouring buildings, giving Madame Tussaud’s a 

run for their money in the ‘biggest static conga line in 

London competition’, the press night was awash (so 

Stand-up comic, socialite, debutante and Jazz Events tattoo show host, Paul 
Sweeney—the name may be familiar to you—starts the first in a (perhaps occasional) 
series in which we ship him around Olde London Towne in search of ‘the word on the 

street’. finger on the pulse and all that…

Paul Sweeney   Ami barwell: @ musicphotographer.co.uk

havana
ourman in

(O r  s O M e w h e r e  c LO s e  tO  t h e r e )

It was sO weLL attended, we were spILLIng Out OntO 
the street beFOre eVen haLF the eVer IncreasIng 

queue had been adMItted
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hot we all needed one by the end) with tattooed flesh, 

hairy faces, and jet black hair, not forgetting the light 

smattering of suitably uncomfortable looking media/

business types. It was so well attended, in fact, we 

were already spilling out onto the street before even 

half the ever-increasing queue had been admitted. 

As I politely and unintentionally frutted (def: To 

frut, stress someone out or unnerve them with your 

actions) my way through the heaving mass of hot 

bodies, I could just make out the event-inspired 

transformation to the shop floor. The Circle Studio 

is no stranger to the odd face lift here and there, 

Sweeney’S 
top press 

launch tip
turning up 

fashionably late at 
a free bar event is 
only going to leave 
you thirsty, as a few 
familiar (but clearly 
not familiar enough) 

tattooed hipsters 
unfortunately 

found out. 

cOnVerse’s brIeF was tO ceLebrate the 
“spOntaneOus chaOs” Inherent wIth rOcK 
‘n’ rOLL, OFFerIng FanatIcs OF spOntaneIty 
the chance tO eMbrace theIr creatIVe sIde 
by MaKIng a perManent MarK In the uLtIMate 
uncOMprOMIsIng Manner

given that Ash (co-owner of The 

Circle) regularly curates exhibitions, 

renovating the space in accordance 

with each new show—delivering a 

variety of bi-monthly free bar events, 

where no one goes thirsty due to a plentiful 

supply of rum and ginger beer, which I regularly 

attend to admire the innovative artworks on display 

and not just to consume my own bodyweight in ginger 

beer… that’s just an added bonus.

As I’m sure you’re all well aware, there’s a 

supremely rich history to the Converse brand that 

has maintained popularity throughout the decades by 

continuous association with popular trends earning 

Converse it’s much deserved cult status. With that in 

mind, my only criticism of this particular exhibition/

promotional event would be that the tapestry 

documenting the inspiration for the re-invented Chuck 

Taylor All Star sneaker was sadly lacking. 

Call me a sentimental, vintage-obsessed old fool 

if you like (you’re a vintage-obsessed fool. Ed), but I 

stand firmly by my opinion that it would’ve been nice 

to see a little bit of history. however, let’s not lose sight 

of what this collaboration was really about, Converse’s 

havana
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brief was to celebrate the ‘spontaneous chaos’ inherent 

with rock ‘n’ roll, offering fanatics of spontaneity the 

chance to embrace their creative side by making a 

permanent mark in the ultimate uncompromising 

manner—getting inked! 60 tattoos were on offer to 

those lucky enough to be picked—of which I 

was one—to receive a unique design from 

internationally renowned artists. What 

did I have done? Where did I have it? 

Who did it?

All very good questions! I had 

a dagger piercing an apple with 

a worm through it, just above 

my elbow on my right arm, and 

I was fortunate enough to have it 

permanently etched upon me by an 

artist I have admired for a very long 

time—Adrien Edek. It was an absolute 

pleasure to be tattooed by Edek, it was a 

complete surprise; even to the point where he wouldn’t 

let me look at it until the custom piece was done and 

dusted. fortunately I trust him implicitly, I definitely 

wouldn’t advise you to replicate this process with any 

Tom, Dick or harry/Ed Sheeran!

I believe this is a solid step in the right direction 

for custom tattoo culture; the association of popular, 

credible, mainstream brands with quality artists, in 

an appropriate environment, makes for a very positive 

experience. Converse gave each of the artists the total 

freedom to create their own custom pieces without 

restrictions such as including obvious related logos; 

not an ‘All Star’ star in sight, no Chuck Taylor portraits 

to be seen, not even any Converse-inspired fonts, 

all the tattoos available were one hundred 

present original, the way it should be. It 

could be so easy for a large company 

of the likes of Converse to push 

their weight around and back an 

independent studio, such as The 

Circle, into a corner, so the fact 

that this couldn’t be further from 

how this particular collaboration 

was handled should serve as prime 

example of the plucky determination 

and professional optimism of the 

modern independent studios. I for one 

would be more than a little hesitant about 

going into business with a worldwide company, but for 

this intrepid troop of tattooed warriors they seemed to 

take it all in their stride, not a shaky hand in sight!

My personal feelings regarding presentation and 

my anal history buff obsession aside, the miraculous 

feat achieved by all involved in maintaining a fully-

functional tattoo studio by day and a live music 

venue/ temporary bar/ leather-clad hostel for the alt 

community by night, is something truly deserving 

of high praise indeed—this uniquely devoted studio 

and it’s staff have an almost 24-hour attitude to 

progression and promotion. I have no idea what 

they’re on, but I want some!

thIs  IntrepId trOOp OF tattOOed 
warrIOrs they seeMed tO taKe It aLL In 

theIr strIde, nOt a shaKy hand In sIght!
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Terri and Martyn Altilar are no strangers to the tattoo scene—
in fact, take any Jazz show you care to shake a stick at and 

you’ll find them doing their thing. Nice work if you can get it 
we hear you say… but it ain’t easy out there…

a little and see what makes 

them tick—and tick they do…

For the purpose of this story, 

let’s head back 12 months and 

kick off with the TV show Don’t 

Tell The Bride in which they both 

appeared. For overseas readers, 

this is a show in which the groom 

gets handed a stack of cash 

and has to organise an entire 

wedding without the bride 

knowing anything about it. Let’s 

see what Terri made of it all:

“We got married on July 22 

last year and the show was 

aired in September—God 

knows where the time went.”

So with that in hand, I’m 

curious as to how being on a 

show like that can change your 

Skin Deep Magazine Issue 230

I first met Terri and Martyn 

at Tattoo Jam last year. 

I’ll admit I was kind of 

dismissive of both of them  

at first—I’ll be the first to say that 

it was nothing personal, but when 

everybody wants a piece of the 

action, it takes time to separate  

the facts and make sense of  

the hundreds of requests for  

page space—time that’s already 

loaded with a list as long as a 

piece of string. 

    But time moved on, and there 

they were again… and again 

and again. I watched Martyn 

perform with his band and liked 

what I heard. I’ve seen Terri 

jump through hoops of fire 

(not literally, but time will 

probably prove me wrong 

on that too) to make her 

sections of shows 

work as they should. 

Despite their 

claims that 

they’re just 

a couple of 

ordinary 

people 

doing the 

best they 

can, there’s 

‘ordinary’ 

and there’s 

‘Ordinary’ 

with a capital 

letter. They 

belong with the latter.

Anyway, after shipping them 

out to sunny Cardiff for a shoot 

with Mr Cole, I figured I’d try and 

dig around in their relationship 
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It did change 
everything, but 
mostly from the 
point that it made 
everything happen 
that much quicker

life? Does it change everything?

“It did change everything, but 

mostly from the point that it 

made everything happen that 

much quicker. We got so well 

known because of the show 

and we were lucky enough to 

have been heading in the right 

direction when it did, that doors 

opened a lot faster for both of us.

“Before the show, I had a loose 

five-year plan about where I 

wanted to go as a model and 

a performer, but I reckon once 

the show had been aired, that 

knocked at least a year off the 

plan. TV just makes it a little 

bit easier to open some doors 

because there’s some kind 

of substance there for 

the people you’ll 

be working with 

to play with.”

The TV part of 

this is not the 

end of the story. 

They were both 

clued in enough 

to see it for 

what it was and 

keep moving and 

that’s important 

because it can 

be very tempting 

to see that as an 

end-game in itself 

and that’s not really 

how people in the real 

world see TV shows.

“It’s not like we had 

a strict plan. Neither of 

us wants to plan anything 

so hard that it becomes 

boring because you’re 

too busy trying to make it 

happen. The plan is more 

like us being ready to handle 

whatever happened to come 

our way. Do you have a plan?”

Hmm. I thought I was 

asking the questions here, but 

26 terri anD Martyn altilar
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because I don’t ever push what I 

want to do. I’m older than Terri 

and I feel like I’ve had my time 

with music and I want to settle 

into my tattooing and the art 

side of my life but I’m always 

ready to be where she is and I’ve 

got her back if she needs it.”

Terri: “I need him as a roadie! 

He’s a much better judge of 

character than I am and he’ll 

always tell me when something 

doesn’t seem right. I don’t always 

listen but he’ll tell me all the 

same. There’s a lot of mistakes 

you can make on the road—you 

must know that more than 

anybody doing what you do, 

so it’s good to have somebody 

who will watch out for you.”

Kind of like having a manager 

that you don’t have to give 25 

percent to I guess—but she’s right. 

It can be bad-ass out there so to 

have somebody you trust in your 

corner is no small thing—which 

brings us to the performance 

part of things. The Chaos 

Dolls—a relatively new thing 

for Terri—will make their first 

appearance at Tattoo Jam who 

is keen to class things up a bit:

“It’s a cross between burlesque 

and a fire-act, but they’re 

combined together to be classier 

than usual. We started it up 

about seven months ago and 

we’re really looking forward to 

seeing where this part of the 

adventure will take us. Now that 

time has moved on a little bit, I 

want to take it somewhere else.

“We’ve got boyfriends and 

husbands now so that kind 

of changes the way you want 

to approach that kind of act. I 

don’t know where it’s going or 

what will happen with it, but 

that’s part of the deal as well. 

Once you start a ball rolling 

with a new act, anything can 

happen and I thought that the 

whole performance aspect 

needed a new angle so this is 

me developing a niche for us.”

There then follows a portion that 

I’m not going to print about Terri’s 

it’s a good point. Maybe it’s 

bitter experience that makes 

‘having a plan’ not such a great 

idea—in fact, it all sounds a bit 

corporate and that’s one thing 

these guys certainly aren’t.

“What the plan actually 

consists of is freeing myself up to 

model and perform more instead 

of holding down a nine-to-five 

to pay the bills, so it’s quite a 

simple plan really! Nobody wants 

to get old while they’re trying 

to get things accomplished 

as a model—it’s just the way 

it is out there and I’m not the 

sort of person who would even 

think about plastic surgery!”

One of the very cool things 

about these two, is how much 

they’ve managed to keep in sync 

with each other as they move 

along. It’s absolutely not a case of 

something not happening if the 

other isn’t involved, but rather 

a case of support. You don’t see 

it too often in this game—hell, 

you don’t see it happening too 

often in life in general really. 

Martyn: “It’s not on purpose at 

all. Terri’s got way more chances 

of going where she wants to 

go than I do, but that’s mostly 

There’s a lot of mistakes you 
can make on the road—you 
must know that more than 
anybody doing what you do, 
so it’s good to have somebody 
who will watch out for you
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own recipe for her hair colour. 

That’s for her to tell you about, 

not me—but it leads us down 

the path of how often she gets 

asked for advice… which is a lot. 

Martyn: “Terri’s very good with 

people who come to her for 

advice; it’s very easy to make 

enemies in the modeling game 

as you go along, but both of 

us would much rather make 

friends. What’s the point in 

the journey if you don’t?” 

Terri: “Maybe I’m a bit too easy 

with giving away my secrets 

but they’re not really secrets 

to me—who doesn’t like to be 

asked how they did something? 

It means you’re doing something 

right. When I first started, 

nobody would help me. I didn’t 

know where to go or who to 

turn to and everybody was so 

secretive—so when I got to a 

place where others would ask 

me… well, I love to help if I can.

“As much as I want to be 

successful, and as much as I’d 

like to be rich, give up the day 

job and all those other things, I’ll 

take a bunch of good friends as 

a bonus any day of the week.”

To wrap this baby up, two 

more genuinely lovely people 

(who are sickeningly still in 

love) you could never hope to 

meet—and despite the terrorist 

beard he’s desperately trying to 

hide behind, Martyn’s also a bit 

handy with the tattoo machine. 

I like it when people are able 

to make hard work look easy. 
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As much as I want to be 
successful, and as much as I’d 
like to be rich, give up the day 
job and all those other things, 
I’ll take a bunch of good friends 
as a bonus any day of the week
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and “çapulçu”—thugs. The 

speech gave birth to one of the 

most popular slogans of the 

movement “We all are çapulçu!”

The government absurdities 

and insults did not stop here: 

a presidential spokesman even 

tried to convince the public there 

had been a conspiracy to kill the 

Prime Minister using telekinetic 

powers. In response to this public 

displaying of textbook bad faith, 

angry Turkish people chose to 

react using creativity: movies, 

T-shirts, graffiti, video clips… and 

tattoos. Let’s take a tour and visit 

the ‘OccupyGezi’ tattoo artists.

tHe SymbolS… tHe PeNguIN
In Turkey, because they are 

owned by companies close to 

the power, the media is in great 

majority and pro-government. 

Therefore, at the beginning of 

the events, TV channels ignored 

what was happening in the 

streets of the country, and while 

the battle was raging around 

Taksim Square, Cnn Türk chose 

to program a documentary 

about penguins instead. The 

animal has become the symbol 

of the state’s censorship, to the 

greatest pleasure of caricaturists 

and the paper Penguen, 

an ‘Onion’-like newspaper 

that played an important 

role in the contestation. 

At the end of May, Turkey witnessed in all its major cities the 

greatest demonstrations of its modern history. The ignition 

point? A planned destruction of the Gezi park—an historic 

place of gathering near Taksim Square in Istanbul, midpoint 

of the capital—in order to build yet another mall

s
everal hundred 

people gathered in 

the park to protest 

against this decision. 

for a few days, a world of its 

own emerged and settled there, 

with debates, libraries and 

artistic performances—until 

violence broke out. One night, 

police evacuated the park 

with a great deal of batons, 

tear gas and water cannons.

The ecological battle then 

turned into a fight against 

public violence, governmental 

policy, and more particularly 

against Prime Minister recep 

Tayyip Erdogan. Quickly named 

‘Chemical Tayyip’, he is the 

controversial leader of the 

AKP right-wing party. his first 

reaction on live TV was to call 

the protesters drunk anarchists 

#OccupyGezi

rebeL yeLL

reBel yell road triP
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and parks all around the world. 

Some people got the dates they 

started getting involved with the 

movement tattooed on them.

blood tyPe
Bloc 1 was a group of tents 

located at the edge of the park 

and devoted to first aid, where 

volunteering doctors advised 

the protesters to write their 

blood type on their arm with a 

sharpie, so that they could be 

gaS maSK
A few days after the protests 

began, everybody had their 

own gas mask, bought from 

army surplus stores, on the 

internet or off the street. Gas 

masks allowed people to stay 

in the streets even when they 

were completely smoked out. 

few admitted having bags at 

home filled with gas masks, 

bottles of water, bepanthen and 

serum, so they are always ready 

to join the demonstrations.

tHe tree
Everything started from there. 

Istanbul’s green space has 

disappeared as fast as snow 

melts in the sun in the past 

decade, and large shadowy 

spaces have become hard to 

find. Instead, new buildings 

have mushroomed, encouraged 

by the construction craze—the 

second strongest economic sector 

of the country. Before the ’50s 

and the beginning of Istanbul’s 

speedy urbanisation, Gezi Park 

was the second biggest park in 

the world after Central Park, 

nyC. Today, it is only five percent 

of its original size. Sometimes, 

the top of the tree is extended 

with a fist or a V of Victory.

SlogaNS… occuPygezI
OccupyGezi—or DirenGezi 

in Turkish—is the sign of the 

rallying of the protest on 

social networks. It is related 

to the Occupy movement 

that condemns injustice by 

occupying different squares 

at the begInnIng OF
June, gate tattOO
Opened Its dOOr FOr 
Free ‘reVOLutIOn’ tattOOs
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taken care of more efficiently 

and rapidly in case they 

were found unconscious.

garSI
The name of Besitkas’ hooligan 

club that is—with Galatasaray—

one of the main football teams of 

the city. The demonstrations had 

another unexpected turn; that 

of the city’s hooligans uniting. 

More used to smashing each 

other’s faces in the weeks before 

the events, than joining forces, 

together they were involved 

in a few devilish acts, such as 

the ‘borrowing’ of a tractor on 

a construction site in order to 

block a convoy of police cars. 

As a testament to them, Garsi’s 

logo has become a symbol of 

Istanbul’s counter-culture. 

let tHe road trIP begIN
The first stop on our trip is at 

Gate Tattoo, located in a little 

street at the end of the avenue 

Istiqal. A young man comes 

out of the shop, a cigarette in 

his mouth, and a hand on a 

tree trunk freshly inked on his 

leg. Kerem is 17 and his whole 

family is part of the republican 

People Party. “The protest born 

in Gezi represents hope to me. I 

like the people I demonstrated 

with, even though I am not 

sure something is going to 

come out of this, ” he says. 

At the beginning of June, Gate 

Tattoo opened its door for free 

‘revolution’ tattoos. Boris has 

been working there for four 

years, with his friends hakan and 

Aliçan. “The protest inspired us to 

pursue realistic patterns. Those 

are the most important tattoos 

to me, the most meaningful ones. 

Keeping a record of those events 

is essential. We were raised 

by our parents as apolitical, 

but this government made us 

angry. Enough is enough.” 

The pony-tailed shop owner, 

glasses hanging around his 

neck, started tattooing in 

Marmaris, a seaside resort in 

the South of Turkey, across the 

Island of rhodes. he has been 

in Istanbul seven years. “We 

realise that the new generation’s 

centre of interest is not sex 

and alcohol. They don’t want 

to live under pressure, like in 

Egypt or Saudi Arabia. They 

want to fight for their future.”

In the fancy neighborhood of 

Caddebostan, Levent Candas 

sips his tea with his friend and 

partner, comfortably sitting in 

front of window at Elephant 

Tattoo. The flag of Mustapha 

Kemal Atatürk—founder of a 

democratic and secular Turkey—

is hanging behind the window, 

and the tattoo of an elephant 

wearing a gas mask is forever 

engraved on his right hand. Both 

tattooists closed the shop for 

a whole week to demonstrate, 

“just out of curiosity”. “At first, 

we were afraid, we didn’t have 

any militancy experience, and I 

don’t follow social networks, so 

I didn’t know what was really 

reBel yell road triP

I tattOOed abOut 100 peOpLe

wIthIn twO weeKs—we wOuLd

neVer haVe hOped sO Many

peOpLe wOuLd gather at the

saMe pLace wIth the saMe Idea

www.skindeep.co.uk
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going on. But we went together 

and got gassed together. 

“People were screaming ‘go 

ahead, gas us!’ There is no 

country in the world where the 

government used gas against 

civilians they way the did here,” 

tells the man who is considered 

by many the best bass player 

in Turkey. his friend, Berkay 

yazici, ACAB cap on his head 

and a Borat mustache above 

his lips, adds: “It is a movement 

of the ’90s generation, where 

people have recreated the 

solidarity and manners that 

had disappeared in Istanbul. 

All year long, nobody respects 

the traffic line, everybody cuts 

the road, cusses at each other. 

And there, every time I was 

sneezing, somebody would say 

‘bless you’. I was shocked!” he 

laughs. “I really liked the slogan 

‘Don’t remain silent, soon it 

will be your turn’. Our turn is 

now, and we cannot remain 

passive,” Levent concludes.

On the other side of the 

Bosporus, in the Kadikoÿ 

neighborhood, Bunny King is 

also pissed. With his labrador, 

Tyler, always by his side, he made 

rabbits and red and black graphic 

designs his trademark. All of 

his friends have been wearing 

his new designs for a few weeks 

now: on Serdar, the V of victory; 

on Eda, a cat with a gas mask 

on. Shirtless and hairy chested 

with a rabbit mask and baseball 

bat on his shoulder, while he 

is always ready for fun, his 

determination is flawless. “We are 

apolitical,” he explains. “We fight 

in favour of justice, and against 

fascism and police violence. 

The government was elected by 

cheating, paying people, fetching 

the elderly and disabled from 

their nursing homes so they 

would vote for them. More than 

half of the population is against 

them, and we are first in line.”

Danny Garcia confirms this 

IF he gets re-eLected 

In  2015, I beLIeVe It wILL 

be the end OF the

exIstence  OF tattOO 

shOps In turKey
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commitment. he welcomes us 

with his whole crew, surrounded 

by about ten cats dozing on red 

and gold couches. “I tattooed 

about 100 people within 

two weeks. It came to me as 

something I had to do. We all 

went to the demonstrations, and 

we would never have hoped so 

many people would gather at 

the same place with the same 

idea. It was all very positive. 

During new year’s Eve, it is rather 

dangerous for a girl to wander 

alone around the Taksim Square, 

but here, in a crowd of about 

10,000 people, nothing happened. 

I believe that everybody should 

have the same rights. religion 

shouldn’t interfere with politics, 

and elections shouldn’t be 

fraudulent. People should be 

given a political and critical 

education at school, but it is 

completely prohibited nowadays.”

Danny Garcia was trained 

in Germany and is yearning 

for more experience in foreign 

countries, and is not very 

optimistic about the future. “All 

the time Erdogan is at the head 

of the country, people’s way of 

thinking is going downhill. If he 

gets re-elected in 2015, I believe it 

will be the end of the existence of 

tattoo shops in Turkey. he started 

with the prohibition of alcohol, 

raised taxes on cigarettes, 

canceled concerts, and soon it 

will be our turn. If I were given a 

flight ticket to Europe, anywhere, 

I would go open a shop 

somewhere else in a heartbeat.” 

for now though, everybody in 

Istanbul is rushing to his door 

reBel yell road triP

to get a piece from the master.  

however, in a country were a 

tattoo is also a political act, 

nothing can be taken for granted.

The remainder of the Turkish 

journey will be delivered in the next 

issue, dealing with the Ottoman 

cultural heritage, emergent artists 

and the weight of religion. 

peOpLe shOuLd be gIVen a pOLItIcaL and crItIcaL

educatIOn at schOOL, but It Is prOhIbIted tOday
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Around six months 

back, I hit Mike up 

(or ‘reached out’ if 

you want to use the 

worst expression in the world. 

If you ever hear people use the 

term ‘reach out’, proceed with 

caution) for a feature in the 

Best Horror Tattoos book I was 

writing (available in all good 

bookshops, etc.). I’d seen Mike’s 

work around the place and to 

say I like it a lot would be an 

understatement—what I didn’t 

bank on was getting on so damn 

well with the man, to the point 

that we can now call ourselves 

‘friends’. I like it this way. We 

get to talk about what goes on 

under the covers of the art in 

a properly authentic way and 

that’s a good thing.  

The things we chew about in 

that book will give you as good 

an introduction to Mike as you’re 

ever likely to get—neither of us 

wanted to go over any of it again 

here, so instead, we’re jumping 

in at the deep end. Somebody 

once told me it was wrong of 

me as a writer to assume people 

knew what I did, but if we all 

took that on board, we’d never 

get anywhere would we?

When we last spoke officially 

and seriously about Mike’s art, 

one of the biggest things that 

came out of that for me was 

Mike addressing what ‘horror’ 

or ‘dark’ actually consisted 

of to people like us—was it 

something that people could 

really get a grasp on? Thus, in 

the short time lapse between 

now and then, I’m curious to 

see if the ‘artist’ has noticeably 

moved on, leaving some themes 

behind as done, dusted and 

spent in their entirety?

“I’ve always hated doing 

things more than once, which 

is why my mother’s dream of 

me being a Disney animator 
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Spiritus Tattoo
3127 N. High Street

columbus
OH 43202

thedrowntown.com
www.sufferme.tumblr.com

instagram and twitter: 
@thedrowntown

Out in the wilds of America, where the 
land meets the sky, there’s a little pocket 
of nothingness—a vacuum if you will. for 
the longest time, that void was empty—it 
simply sat there watching what was going 
on in the universe… and then Mike Moses 

moved in. Brace yourself…

OUT 
THERE

the truth Is



never came to fruition. I can’t 

remember exactly how long 

ago it was that we last spoke, 

but I think it was about March? 

It’s now the beginning of 

September… just six months 

later, and yes, I’ve succumbed to 

my regular schedule of self-

loathing induced change. 

“Six months was all it used to 

take for me to wear myself out 

on something and move on, but 

these days I see myself gagging 

on things more rapidly. There is 

an obvious culprit and it is well 

known to me: The Internet.

“I don’t make a habit of 

looking at other people’s work 

because I don’t want it to start 

seeping into my own; the same 

thing happens to everyone. You 

can’t walk through the yard 

without getting dirt on your 

feet. Whether it’s deliberate 

or not, I can’t tell you, and to 

avoid sounding pompous I 

won’t muse on anyone ripping 

me off, personally. One thing 

I know for sure though, is the 

more you look, the more you 

see other people clearly doing 

things you only used to see 

from one person. It happens 

all over the world and at an 

alarmingly progressive rate. 

“I actually wrote a piece about 

this recently due to my strong 

feelings on the subject. It’s a 

very short manifesto of sorts 

about being a tattooer in the 

artiSt ProfiLE MIke MoSeS 

Mr MoSeS oN 
INtervIewS
Filthy martini in hand, 
fresh out of the shop 
and having a casual 
art night with my 
lady. YOb is playing 
over the speakers 
and the mild hum of 
my lady's rotary tool 
as she works down 
a piece of wax for 
casting... these are the 
accompanying sounds 
of my thoughts...
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I DOn'T MAKE A 
HABIT OF LOOKInG 
AT OTHER PEOPLE’S 
WORK BECAUSE I 
DOn'T WAnT IT TO 
START SEEPInG InTO 
MY OWn
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digital age. It’s currently slated 

for some space in an upcoming 

post from tattoosnob.com which 

may have come out before this 

interview gets published. If you 

care to know more about the 

specifics, that’s where you’ell 

see it. A post script sum-up to 

that would go like this: ‘There 

are people whom I follow on 

social media that serve as my 

litmus test for idea saturation. 

When I see something trickle 

into their work, then I know 

it’s time to move on.’

“For years I’ve tried to perfect 

ideas that were so far from 

whatever anyone else was 

doing that it couldn’t possibly 

be confused with anyone else’s 

work, couldn’t be imitated and 

would always be mine. Guess 

what: the only act that can’t 

be followed, the only trick that 

can’t be swiped, the only thing 

that you’ll ever get to keep… 

it’s called changing the game 

constantly, and drawing better 

than anyone you know of... 

and that is something I’ll be 

working at the rest of my life.”

Hopefully, you’re starting to 

get a good grip on why Mike and 

I get along now. You can’t simply 

walk away from that statement. 

When everybody swims in the 

same pool, you all get wet with 

the same water. Fact. For an 

artist, that’s really important 

to know and something that I 

think—I know—is totally lost in 

all the social media pushing and 

shoving that goes on out there. 

I’m not just here to make all the 

other writers look ugly you know. 

Anyway, let’s turn left—you can 

muse over that in your own time.

Mike is also pretty damn 

hardcore over interplanetary 

life-forms, conspiracies and 

generally very proactive over 

the ‘don’t believe a fucking 

thing they tell you’ train of 

thought—this surely has to spill 

over into how a man interprets 

art. He also bandies around a 

phrase I wish I had thought 

of myself: SEND WISEMEN 

NOT WARRIORS. What gives? 

“The fact that I know we’re 

living in a manufactured and 

force-fed dreamworld is a huge 

influence on my art because 

it’s a huge influence on my 

subjective reality. You can 

tell what I think about most 

things just by looking at what 

I choose to define in art, even 

if I simply ignore it… that’s a 

clear commentary there too. 

If art is an expression of your 

psychology, and your psychology 

tells you that you’re behind 

enemy lines because the world 

is happily asleep around you, 

your work… your world… your 

countenance will show that. 

What may look like a stylistic 

change may not be coming 

from the same place as my 

answer to your question about 

evolving style. It may come 

from a change in tactics to 

communicate with the world. 

“When I was younger my 

work was more war-like. It 

was metaphoric daggers and 

arrows. I’ve always liked the idea 

of the silent knife. Observers 

were just minding their own 

business when suddenly they 

feel the blood pooling in their 

shoes. Things changed though. 

War gets old and I think people 

eventually turn inward. After 

you’re done tearing yourself 

up, maybe you’ll decide that 
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eMaIl FroM 
Mr MoSeS to 
Mr SMItH:
“my computer 
thinks you 
misspelled ‘colour’, 
which is hilarious... 
fucking british!”
“You think that’s 
funny... wanna see 
it in Welsh?”

I THInK A MUCH MORE PERTInEnT qUESTIOn 
IS: WHY DOn'T PEOPLE RECOGnISE ART 
WHEn THEY SEE IT?

tearing up anything isn’t the 

right way to do things. Maybe 

you’ll decide that things are 

more likely to change through 

mediation… and that’s partly 

where ‘send wisemen not 

warriors’ came from. 

“I’m sick of violent people. 

I’m sick of seeing my nation 

destroying the world one country 

at a time. The wrong people are 

in charge and have been for 

a long time and it’s painfully 

evident. I don’t watch television. 

I don’t read the papers. I don’t 

allow any mass media into my 

world at all if I can help it. I 

am—officially—over it. I suppose 

a religious person would say 

that all you can do now is 

pray… but I’ll go one better. 

“Those ‘wise men’ patches 

aren’t just nifty merch to 

sell, they’re my propaganda. 

Hopefully people get the 

message (it’s only written 

in plain English) and when 

they tie it to their own 

favorite ‘whatever’, they 

align themselves with the 

new nation. The hopeful and 

peaceful sapiens of earth.

“The ones in charge will 

remain in charge until we all 

turn and face the other way 

and form our own new view 

of reality. ‘The wolves of truth’ 

is something along the same 

lines, but more to the idea that 

we are in fact under the wool 

with everything from ‘aliens’ 

to the origins of humanity. We 

have to be hungry for the truth, 

and hunt it down together.”

At this point, we get a little 

too involved in other worldly 

life-forms and neither of—as 

much as we would like to—

wants the show to go down that 

road, so I’ve diverted some last 

thoughts on that to the box 

copy in this feature. That put 

to rest for the time being, let’s 

drive down a different road. 

Recently, there’s been an idea 

that’s come up that I’ve been 

chewing around with a few 

people—is there a point at which 

a tattoo becomes not a tattoo, 

but rather art on skin? There’s a 

train of thought that’s surfaced 

with me that simply because 

you used a tattoo machine to 

get the art there, some work 

can rise so far above what the 

term ‘tattoo’ means that when 

complete, it’s simply ‘art’ and 

should be described as such. 

I’m still trying to work this 

out for myself and I suspect 

it will take many, many years 

until you could get the concept 

into the public consciousness 

as well, but… well, what 

does Mike make of it?

“You know, I caught myself 

kind of rolling my eyes at this, 
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and it surprised me. I started to 

think about why, and honestly 

I can’t decide if it’s more due to 

the frustrating lack of an answer 

to it that has plagued me for 

so long or if it has something 

to do with what I was taught 

coming up as a tattooer. 

“So many angles to take that 

from. Let’s see: It was very easy 

for people I came up around to 

label anyone trying to elevate 

tattoos to ‘art’ as an ‘art-fag’. 

For those people, tattoos were 

proudly low-class and honestly 

still are to me and many people 

I know. I really don’t know why 

we feel that way beyond the 

pride of tattooings seedy history 

in America. All I can say is that 

the same love for that dirty 

and unrighteous aspect was 

totally engrained in me as well, 

so clearly unveiled by my own 

instinctual reaction to the idea. 

“When you stop and think 

about it though, of course it’s 

art. It’s so obviously art that I 

can’t really imagine how other 

people would see it any other 

way. A huge part of that problem 

is that an unfortunately large 

percentage of the people on 

this planet don’t understand 

art to any capacity at all, so 

why would something relegated 

to the scum of society (or so 

it used to be) ever be allowed 

to elevate itself to the highest 

expression of humanity? 

“Tattoos are more than 

just pretty pictures, and so is 

art. They mean many things, 

even if they mean nothing 

at all… an absence is still 

a statement in my mind, as I’ve 

already said. I think a much 

more pertinent question is: Why 

don’t people recognise art when 

they see it? Additionally, and 

on a personal note: I am totally 

one of those ‘art-fag’ tattooers. 

For those of you that aren’t, 

you clearly don’t understand 

what you’re doing for a living. 

You need to stop bitching about 

people that get it. Stop copying 

other people’s work, and learn 

to stand on your own two feet. 

Think for yourself. If anyone 

has a good counter argument, 

then email me. I’ll totally talk 

about it with you… it would 

make a great interview!”

Again, we wander off in 

search of more answers, but 

this is a magazine and not a 

languishing weekend at the 

beach in wetsuits. Space and 

time constraints? I hate them 

but onwards all the same.

“As for the shop and business, 

things have been going great. 

We’ve been open for about seven 

months now, and there’s no 

end in sight. We (my business 

partner, Kat Marie Moya, and I) 

are fully booked a few months 

out. I’m only committing myself 

to two months of booking at a 

time and wait-listing everyone 

else. I don’t want to have eight 

months booked out ever again—

it’s impossible to do anything 

spur of the moment. You wake 

up one morning and realise that 

you have absolutely no freedom 

at all and you’ll start to hate 

what you do all over again. 

“I just hired an assistant for 

the first time in my career, and it 

really helps. Krystal is awesome! 

She’s great about handling all 

of my emails and keeping me 

on track with what’s going on. 

I guess eventually you get to a 

point where just keeping the 

ball rolling starts to take over 

your whole schedule. It was 

really interfering with my work. 

Instead of being able to go home 

and work on projects or tattoos 

and art, I’d be answering emails 

for five hours and then have to 

run errands for the shop as well. 

“I actually started resenting it 

and ended up not answering my 

emails for about two months. 

I totally went into hiding! I 

was afraid of my inbox, and I 

know so many tattooers who 

are in the same spot. Don’t 

misunderstand—I’m thankful 

I’D LOvE TO DIG THROUGH THE WASTE 
BASKETS OF TIME AnD FInD THE FUCK-
UPS OF THE MASTERS… THE THInGS THEY 
BURnT OR THREW AWAY

cloSe 
eNcouNter?
"As much as I would 
love to make all of 
this interview about 
other life forms from 
other planets or 
dimensions or even 
just others from Earth, 
that’s a conversation 
that is very difficult to 
have publicly without 
having a very long and 
immediately provable 
fact sheet attached. 
do I believe ‘aliens’ 
exist? Unequivocally, 
yes. do I believe that 
they are here on 
Earth as we speak? 
Absolutely. Have I 
ever seen anything 
to back any of that 
up? Yes I have, and so 
have many members 
of my family. do I 
think that there is 
much more going 
on out there than 
most people are 
aware of, and do I 
think that people 
are deliberately 
covering that up and 
keeping the majority 
ignorant or at least 
skeptical? I certainly 
do. Undoubtably. can 
I prove any of this? 
No, I can’t, least of all 
through a magazine 
interview majoritively 
distributed in a 
country I don’t live in.

“If anyone wants 
to know anything 
about any of that all 
I can do is point you 
at a handful of books 
to read and to never 
take your eyes off the 
sky (but please don’t 
trip over anything 
or walk in front of 
moving vehicles).
Here is that book list:
UFOs: Generals, 
Pilots, and 
Government Officials 
Go on the Record, 
Leslie kean;
Hunt for the 
Skinwalker, colm A. 
kelleher and George 
knapp; The Flying 
Saucers Are Real, maj. 
donald keyhoe.
All of them are 
available on amazon.
com. most are 
available as kindle 
books too. That’s a 
good start. Read them 
yourself, come get 
tattooed by me, and 
we’ll talk about it till 
the cows come home.”
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for where I am and having all of 

the people supporting me and 

what I do. It means the world 

to me that people care about 

my art and like to see what 

I’m doing and get things that I 

produce. It blows my mind that 

people buy that stuff, because in 

all honesty, I only produce things 

because I think whatever I’m 

making is cool and I want one! 

“Let’s not forget though… I’m 

just an artist. By that I mean 

I’m a procrastinator, I’m semi-

unreliable, I get caught up in 

things that don’t really matter. 

I’m easily distracted. I’m more 

interested in feeding my own 

curiosities. I’d rather be digging 

through other people’s garbage, 

summoning the dead, and hiding 

from nearly everyone in forts 

I made out of blankets. Office 

work does not compute! If I 

wanted to deal with any of that 

shit, I’d have become a lawyer. 

“Solution: Hire someone 

to do all of that crap so I can 

focus on my art. It’s been 

the best business decision 

that I’ve made in a long time, 

and I’d recommend it to any 

artist/tattooer that’s feeling 

overwhelmed. Due to that 

one move, I’ve been able to 

successfully finish so many 

more projects and I’m a lot 

happier. There are always a 

million things on the horizon 

for me and I like it that way. 

Thankfully, I have an amazing 

woman who is also an artist 

and understands that need.

“All of that aside, I'm really 

proud of my latest book, The 

Right Way To Do The Wrong Thing. 

I just released it about two 

weeks ago and much to my 

surprise it sold out entirely in 

just a couple days. I'm currently 

looking for a local printer to 

produce the second edition, 

so hopefully those will be 

done and available within the 

next month or so through my 

bigcartel site (thedrowntown.

bigcartel.com). It’s a full-color, 

94-page book of sketches from 

the past twelve months or so. 

“With this one I tried to 

really focus on my process for 

drawing and put majoritively 

just sketches in it. A lot of 

people would omit the failed 

attempts, the bad drawings, 

and all of the process leading 

up to something final. 

“I did just the opposite in that 

I really tried to showcase all 

of those things. I'd love to dig 

through the waste baskets of 

time and find the fuck-ups of the 

masters… the things they burnt 

or threw away. You could wring 

knowledge out of that stuff that 

you just couldn't learn any other 

way. That is what I would want 

to see from other artists that 

I admire, in conjunction with 

the finished pieces of course. 

“I’ve never tried to portray 

myself as someone above 

reproach, artistically or 

otherwise. I feel like it shows 

people that it’s OK to still 

be learning. It’s a process 

that’s continual… something 

unending. I’ve always thought 

that potential is something you 

will always be hunting down. If 

you ever catch it, you might as 

well go home. The hunt is over.

“Let the hunt be unending.” 

And as far as I’m concerned, 

ladies and gentlemen, this is 

what the future looks like. 

Let’s not fight it…

I’vE ALWAYS THOUGHT THAT POTEnTIAL IS 
SOMETHInG YOU HAvE TO BE HUnTInG DOWn. IF 
YOU EvER CATCH IT, YOU MAY AS WELL GO HOME
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d
oes it happen a lot? 

not as much as you 

would think but 

when it does, you’re 

in a pretty good position to do 

something constructive about it.

Let me tell you about it in real 

time. I was putting together the 

latest edition of Skin Shots, which 

although it plays host to something 

like 500 tattoos, actually means 

sifting through two month’s 

worth of submissions. That 

probably amounts to something 

like 8,000-plus submissions—so 

when I pulled out a little fox with 

nine tails and put it somewhere 

safe to investigate more, I was 

feeling pleased with myself, 

because finding material that I 

love personally is a lot different to 

the professional side of the job.

Turns out that the hand behind 

the fox is Matt Lambdin. I dig a 

little deeper. Michigan. Damn, 

that’s a fair few miles away but 

not impossible. I need to find out 

more about Matt, so I mailed him 

expecting a time zone stutter of 

a response. But no… he replied 

immediately. We trade some laughs, 

talk a little and then he tells me 

that it might be difficult to do an 

interview right now “because I’m 

not at home, I’m in London”.

I assume he means London 

in Canada, so respond: 

“London in Canada?”

“no, London, UK.”

By a stroke of good fortune, 

that’s only about an hour from 

where I happened to hang my 

When you’re working with tattoos all day long, you can kind of get a little bit ‘blind’ 
sometimes when you’ve seen about 1,000 of them before lunch. So when you find 
something that appeals to you on a personal level, you sit up and pay attention just that 
little bit more. It’s like turning up the radio when a great song comes along
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hat 15 years ago. What’s a man to 

do but put his shoes back on and 

jump on a train before this other 

man disappears to Physical Graffiti 

in Cardiff for his guest spot.

The rest of Matt’s portfolio is 

as good as this little fox I found 

(which in reality is rather large), 

if not better—but you know how 

things go with the ‘first’ one. With 

the niceties over, we get down and 

dirty sooner rather than later. I 

the

don’t usually like to ask the obvious 

question of inspiration and “where 

did you get it”—so let’s phrase 

it differently; do I see Japanese 

influence at work here or is Matt 

nothing more than the product 

of the ‘fuck it’ generation (good a 

phrase as any) in which mashing 

things up as the ideas come to 

you is a normal state of affairs?

“There could definitely be some 

Japanese influence in my work, 
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although I cannot necessarily say 

that I intended it to be that way. I 

do often find myself gazing at books 

of woodblock prints and paintings 

from the Japanese culture. The 

way they portray cloth is flawless.

“That said, I will say I am totally 

guilty of basing most of my design 

work purely on aesthetic value. 

I try to stay away from specific 

culture’s forms of symbolism, 

mainly because I may not know 

AS An ARTIST MYSELF, I 
WOULD nOT BE SATISFYInG 

MY ARTISTIC HUnGER IF I 
WERE OnLY MAnIPULATInG 

THE POPULAR IMAGES OF THE 
GEnERATIOnS BEFORE ME

Maybe it’s because even though the 

art is pushing forward, the theme 

behind is rooted in something else…

“Well, like you said, imagery of 

that sort really is timeless. Themes 

and ideas that are typically known 

by all are always a good bit a 

subject matter if you want it to be 

easily recognisable. While sticking 

to the conventional idea of what 

should be displayed in the design, 

I try to at least put a small twist 

on the execution. for instance, 

very strange, uncomfortable body 

positions for animals, etc.”

As a spin off from that question, 

it seems to me that the dividing line 

between being a tattooist and an 

everything that I should about it.”

So, for instance, if we take a look 

at the ‘wolf howling at the moon’ 

that he posted online back in May 

and then suppose that in five 

years time, somebody is figuring 

out where it fits art wise in the big 

scheme of things—does Matt think 

the future will treat him kindly? 

from where I’m looking this kind of 

art imagery is—and will remain—

timeless, though I’m not sure why. 
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artist that tattoos is getting wider. 

So, to put a stake in the ground over 

it, I’m saying that some look on 

tattooing as an art form in its own 

right but more and more it seems 

that the ‘newer generation’ doesn’t 

actually care that much about 

what came before—(although they 

will nod their head to it. What the 

new generation is concerned with 

is art—and the tattoo machine is 

just another tool for getting your 

message across, rather than being 

image, not necessarily one that 

has never been created, but one 

that I haven’t myself made before. 

Each and every time I tackle a 

new project, I intentionally try my 

hardest to make it different than 

the last time I did a similar subject 

matter. At times, one will become 

comfortable with the ways he does 

certain things while drawing—

and eventually, that process just 

becomes an assembly line. 

“I think it’s very important 

IF YOU’RE nOT MOvInG FORWARD, 
YOU’RE GOInG nOWHERE

the whole story in itself. Agreeable?

“you’ve got a point, and I 

agree that the craft is taking on 

more of an artistic approach to 

everything. now, I would have to 

say that I belong to the younger/

newer crowd, being that I just 

turned 23 in August. I will also 

add that I have PLEnTy of history 

and tradition to learn about 

the trade that I partake in.

“But as far as my opinion on the 

newer ideals of tattooing, I think of 

it just as progression. As an artist 

myself, I would not be satisfying 

my artistic hunger if I were only 

manipulating the popular images 

of the generations before me. 

While they should never be taken 

for granted, if you’re not moving 

forward, you’re going nowhere.

“My entire goal, is to create an 

to have your own style, but not 

to become so comfortable with 

it that you fear variation. not 

to mention your clientele may 

become accustomed to a certain 

way you do something, and will 

not allow you to play around 

with what’s in your head.

“I stay away from too much 

symbolism. As the viewer, you are 

free to pick apart and decipher 

an image however you choose. 

But that’s the beauty of it; it may 

mean different things to different 

people. My job is to make a unique, 

clean and appealing tattoo, and 

that’s how I feel with all of my 

art. There is no hidden agenda.”
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My original reason for asking is 

simply that I love the train of 

thought in art whereby something 

can be more than it appears to 

be. To come back to Matt’s work 

though, does he take all if his 

cues from the client or has he 

gotten to a point where his clients 

know exactly what they’re going 

to be in for when they arrive?

“I’ve been lucky with my 

clients—they’ve been giving me 

very much artistic freedom. All 

I ask for is the size and at least 

a small bit of subject matter 

to start. To further address the 

symbolism topic though, I find 

that popular symbols are very 

strong and may mean many 

different things at the same time.

“They can be offensive to some, 

while others see them just as 

design. Unless a client is specific 

about wanting a certain symbol 

or group of symbols, I’m going to 

leave them out. A great example 

is the swastika. By now, we’ve all 

heard the stories and explanations 

of the roots of the symbol and the 

disassociation with the nazi party 

of WWII. Whether or not origins 

of this symbol are for good reason, 

through time and exposure, these 

artiSt ProfiLE Matt laMBdIN

EACH AnD EvERY TIME I TACKLE A 
nEW PROjECT, I InTEnTIOnALLY TRY 
MY HARDEST TO MAKE IT DIFFEREnT 
THAn THE LAST TIME I DID SOME 
SIMILAR SUBjECT MATTER
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things change. The general public 

sees this image as what we all wish 

I didn’t. It’s a touchy subject.”

Time to move on from the 

symbolism thing I started! If we 

look back in time, what does Matt’s 

portfolio look like? Is it something 

that he’s happy with or—as tends 

to happen a lot these days—has 

he buried a lot of it as “work that 

will not be seen anymore” based 

on the fact that if you don’t show 

it to people, they won’t ask for it?

“I’m fairly happy with how my 

portfolio is looking as of right now. 

I look forward to adding more 

larger pieces and everyday one-

session tattoos. We’ve all done our 

fair share of tattoos that aren’t 

necessarily our favourites. And 

it’s sometimes true; if you don’t 

want future clients asking for it, 

don’t show that you can do it. But 

sometimes you want to display that 

you’ve got other sides to yourself 

than what’s commonly known. 

“Me specifically though, no longer 

do I enjoy doing dreamcatcher 

tattoos! not that they look bad, 

by any means, but I’ve nearly run 

out of ways to make them unique 

to themselves. So, I’ve taken those 

out of my portfolio for sure!

“This is a good place to add 

that tattooing was definitely an 

MY jOB IS TO MAKE A UnIqUE, 
CLEAn AnD APPEALInG 
TATTOO, AnD THAT’S HOW I 
FEEL WITH ALL OF MY ART. 
THERE IS nO HIDDEn AGEnDA

unexpected surprise for me, or at 

least for it to be of the importance 

that it has become. I started off 

the way that we all look down 

on—which was by getting my 

hands on some equipment and 

practicing on myself and some 

‘cheap’ friends. I’ve always been at 

least mediocre at most mediums 

of art, so I figured I’d give it a shot. 

Let’s just say I didn’t catch on very 

quickly. I had no knowledge of my 
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tools, not to mention the processes 

of making a proper design. I was 

very unhappy with my rate of 

progress and ended up getting a 

job at a small health food store, so I 

stopped for a while. But something 

in me wanted to succeed, so 

after a few months I began to 

ask around some local shops for 

apprenticeship opportunities. 

“After a handful of uninterested 

shops, I finally found one willing 

to take me in. I didn’t tell them 

right away that I had already 

been tattooing, though. I finally 

showed my mentor some of the 

pieces that I had done before, and 

he wasn’t necessarily repulsed by 

how they looked. he could easily 

point out my flaws and errors 

though. Luckily, that convinced 

him to shorten my bitch-work 

period and get right to the how-to’s 

and I started doing small walk-ins 

after about four to five months.”

So there you go. Strange things 

can happen when you grab hold of 

the lightning and simply move with 

what’s put in front of your face. As 

far as Matt goes, I suspect—in fact 

I know—that he’s better than he 

thinks he is, but that’s not unusual. 

The other thing I know is that in a 

couple of years, Matt will see how 

good he was now—and by then—

he will have moved on leaps and 

bounds. file under one to definitely 

watch out for on the global stage.

now, let’s talk about that fox…

AS THE vIEWER, YOU 
ARE FREE TO PICK APART 
AnD DECIPHER An 
IMAGE HOWEvER YOU 
CHOOSE. BUT THAT’S 
THE BEAUTY OF IT
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n terms of my personal life and 

how it’s affected me and my 

passion for tattooing i’d de�nitely 

say that my mum’s death had 

a massive impact on, not only 

my drawing, but in my tattooing 

as well. She was the �rst person 

that I ever saw getting tattooed.”

Inspiration and drive are key 

elements in the progression of 

all tattooists. The origin of Matt’s 

inspiration was clear; a naturally 

gifted artist, he had the wherewithal 

PLEASE MENTION SKIN DEEP WHEN RESPONDING TO ADVERTS.

 

 

  

 

to come through a turbulent period 

in his young adulthood with the 

support of his family to push 

for success both academically, 

at Shef�eld Hallam University, 

and artistically, enjoying quick 

progression from practising on 

fake skin and himself to joining 

Shef�eld’s Good Vibrations and 

making ripples on the show scene.

“Con�dence is de�nitely the key 

to my success. I never back down 

from the challenge of a tattoo and 

this is how I’ve progressed so quickly 

in the �rst year of my professional 

tattooing career.” At only 20 years 

old and relatively new to the scene, 

Matt has already held spots at 

the Great British Tattoo Show in 

London and at Tattoo Jam this 

year, where he continued to build 

his reputation and reach for his 

personal goal—“to employ a Barney 

Stinson sort of mentality… which 

is simply to become awesome!”

Citing Japanese and bio-organic as 

 

 

 

 

some of his personal favourite styles, 

�ipping through Matt’s portfolio, 

you’ll �nd it already contains some 

very high standard portraiture work; 

“When it comes to portraits I think 

the thing I love most are the �ne 

details, wrinkles and creases around 

eyes and just the faintest hints of 

shading that accentuate things like 

cheek bones or eye sockets. But I 

honestly don’t mind what it is that 

I’m tattooing, as long as I can put 

some sort of my own twist on it and 

give the client something original.”

To check out Matt’s portfolio, 
pop into Good Vibrations at 233 
Crookes, Shef�eld, S10 1TF.

Matt Vinyl, psychology undergraduate and tattoo professional 
at Good Vibrations, talks his past, present and future
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J
udd ripley was born 

into a family with miner 

parents. his upbringing 

was spent in various 

small towns in the Australian 

outback, more or less wherever 

there was work, but sometimes 

it was more than just the people 

leaving a dying mine community. 

“The village I spent most time 

in was levelled to the ground 

when the uranium mine it was 

built on had produced its last 

radioactive ore,” he says. “Otherwise 

we stayed as long as the mines 

were profitable and there was 

money to be earned.” A typical 

upbringing for an Australian 

his age, according to ripley. 

“young men in the ’80s, who 

weren’t academics, often chose 

to do traditional apprenticeships 

within the mining industry or 

at sea, for instance. Like anyone 

else, I yearned for a life of travel 

and adventure, to see all the 

corners of the world. And without 

a hometown to return to, I started 

to explore the mysterious Orient 

before I ended up on the American 

and European continents.” 

ripley chose the sea, but it wasn’t 

actually the life on the ocean 

that made him start tattooing—

it was a different stereotypical 

tattoo target group that got him 

initiated in the profession.

Creativity can be a very cruel mistress. no matter what 
discipline it takes form, if it runs through your blood, to deny 
yourself that outlet is akin to trying to stay alive without 
breathing. A bit dramatic? Just ask anyone who tattoos, paints, 
composes music, or writes, what it is like when you cannot 
feed the muse when she calls. Dave Tevenal understands this 
concept. As he rightly says, “I feel like I would die if I didn’t 
have tattooing in my life”
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Ohio 43212

(+1) 614-754-7228
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davetattoos@gmail.com
facebook.com/davetattoos

instagram.com/davetattoos

happIness Is

“I know it’s a cliché, but I mixed 

with people who literally hung out 

on the wrong side of the tracks. 

It was in a shady, dodgy little 

harbour town on the Australian 

east coast, where the tattoo artists 

were involved in pit bull fighting, 

prostitution and drugs. Although 

I didn’t really realise this, that’s 

how caught up in tattooing I was. 

Long before I went through a 

proper training, I got pointers from 

www.skindeep.co.uk
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TATTOOInG IS ROOTED In A RICH AnD 
COLOURFUL HISTORY AnD THERE WAS  

THIS MYSTIqUE TO IT THAT DREW ME In

a smart and generous guy in the 

business. I actually built my first 

tattoo machine from different 

crap lying around and used a 

single AA battery to run it. I only 

did one tattoo with it, on myself, 

and I still have it. It’s actually 

not too bad. I’ve seen worse done 

today by so called professionals.” 

Time passed, and in 2000, 

the Australian turned up in 

Denmark on what turned out 

to be a very significant pit 

stop on his way to norway. 

“I stopped off in Denmark and 

it ended with me tattooing in a 

small studio with a very talented 

girl who also happened to be the 

most beautiful girl I’d ever seen. 

I came back to Denmark many 

times in the years after that 

and when I proposed to her and 

promised to buy her a pony, she 

finally agreed to marry me. I kept 

my promise about the pony too.” 

now he works full-time 

with his wife, Marija, at The 

Sailor’s Grave in Copenhagen. 

“She annoys the crap out of me,” 

he says with a smirk. “But I’m the 

luckiest guy in the world. I go to 

work with my best friend and get 

to hang out with her every day. If 

she’s away for a couple of hours, I 

really miss her. She’s the funniest 

and most talented person I know, 

a real professional within the 

tattoo industry with old school 

Skin Deep Magazine Issue 230

Creative 
Influences
The marvel 
Universe 
captivated me 
as a child, but I 
collected outside 
of that as well. 
Artists I grew 
to admire were 
jack kirby, Frank 
Frazetta, brian 
bolland, john 
Romita Sr. and jr., 
jim Lee, and the 
list can go on and 
on. Anime/manga 
was a big influence 
as well. masamune 
Shirow, Akira 
Toriyama, and 
Yoshitaka Amano 
were some of my 
favourite manga 
artists.
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values and attitude, but also with 

a big heart. I’m hopelessly in 

love with her, so I guess it’s ok.” 

And to prove exactly how much, 

he’s even learned Danish now. 

“It was pretty hard. I come from 

a country where people only speak 

one language and I wasn’t very 

young when I got here, so it hasn’t 

been easy. The hardest part was 

to find a school where the classes 

fitted my working hours—which 

didn’t really exist—so I’ve mostly 

been picking up what I hear around 

me and on TV. The hardest part 

has been to distinguish separate 

words, but once I put some effort 

into it, I realised it wasn’t as hard 

as I’d thought. I still speak English 

in the shop, but it might change.” 

A glimpse 

through Judd 

ripley’s portfolio 

gives a quick 

overview of 

what is created 

by the needle, 

ink and artistic 

mind of this 

Australian. 

It’s more or 

less exclusively 

Japanese and old 

school we’re talking about. The 

love for Japanese art has been 

around for a long time and was 

enforced during 

his time at sea.

“What an 

adventure it 

was to be in 

Japan. Seriously, 

that country is like 

no other country 

in the world. I’ve 

revisited it many 

times and it never 

ceases to amaze 

I FEEL LIKE HAvInG THE 
RESPOnSIBILITY OF OWnInG A 
BUSInESS COMBInED WITH MY 
PRESEnT WORK LOAD WOULD 
BE TOO OvERWHELMInG

me with its rich cultural heritage 

and wonderful people. I fell in 

love with the Japanese art and 

craftsmanship and have since 

been a huge fan of wooden prints 

and how it has influenced the 

Japanese tattoo style we all know 

today. I was fascinated by Japan 

Skin Flow
much of my work is 
drawn on the skin 
to accommodate 
areas of the body 
that share real 
estate with other 
tattoos. I draw 
thumbnail sketches 
and loose sketches 
ahead of time 
and sometimes I’ll 
stencil the entire 
design if need be. 
but I feel that when 
marker drawing on 
the skin, prior to 
tattooing, I get a 
more natural flow 
of things. It was 
something that I 
got used to doing 
over the years.
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long before I went there, but after 

having worked with real Japanese 

tattoos, I felt I had the guts to really 

explore the art on a serious level.” 

Although not to its fullest extent 

perhaps: “Many years ago I decided 

not to do traditional Japanese style, 

but only borrow the imagery that 

I love, and use it where it fits and 

is tasteful. To be a true Japanese 

tattooist involves a lot more than 

just drawing a dragon or doing 

a back piece. It’s a philosophy.”

Talking about back pieces, 

ripley’s done more than a few. 

“I’m most comfortable doing big 

tattoos. In the beginning they were 

the most frightening ones, but now 

I prefer them to the small ones. We 

do walk-ins in the studio as well 

as custom tattoos, so while the 

others are working their asses off 

in the studio, drawing up different 

designs for customers and finishing 

the job in a couple of hours, I 

only need to do one drawing and 

spend the next four, five sessions 

tattooing. It’s just laziness, I guess,” 

he says with a laugh. “Most of 

all, if you really love the tattoo 

you’re doing, it will be the best 

tattoo you’ve ever done, and I 

really love doing big back pieces.”

Contrary to other back pieces, 

however, his aren’t very detailed. 

“It’s because of the visual 

impression it makes. I like how it 

looks, but it’s different depending 

TATTOOInG BROUGHT ME KnOWLEDGE 
THAT I COULD nEvER HAvE ATTAInED In A 
TRADITIOnAL ART UnIvERSITY SETTInG—I 
FEEL LIKE A FISH In WATER WITH IT

on what style I do. A Japanese 

back piece also gives a fantastic 

visual impression, with the 

combination of details, layers and 

imagery, but they also take over 

50 hours to finish, while my old 

school backs take about 15 hours 

in total. They can be finished in 

four sessions, which makes them 

popular among tattoo collectors 

who want to spend as little time and 

money as possible on their back. 

I love both styles and am equally 

interested in doing them both.”

If you’re passing, stop by for a few 

hours—there’s gold in these hills.

dave teveNal artiSt ProfiLE

Cary Aldridge 
on Dave T.
dave is a hilarious 
man. We’ve worked 
together for three 
years now. I should 
mention that there’s 
not a boring second 
at memento when 
dave is there. We 
have an awesome 
time while tattooing 
with tons of laughs. 
He’s one of the 
busiest and hardest 
working dudes I 
know. Seeing him 
constantly churn 
out amazing artwork 
is a huge inspiration 
to myself and the 
whole memento 
crew. If you ever 
have the pleasure 
of getting tattooed 
by dave you already 
know that it’s an 
experience that will 
be remembered.
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164 PAGES OF COMIC BOOK TATTOOS
WRITTEN & EDITED BY SION SMITH

Everything you need to 
become a superhuman 
tattooed behemoth! Spandex, 
Masks, Costumes, Spider-
Bites—you name it, we show 
you how to do it. If you’re 
planning on world domination 
of mortals, this is one book 
you can’t live without.
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M
eeting Megan 

Massacre on her 

24-hour whirlwind 

visit to Montreal, 

first at eatery La Belle & La Boeuf 

where she judged a tattoo contest, 

then at her hotel the following 

morning, one thing was instantly 

clear—this girl is the definition of 

a hard worker, a passionate artist 

and, dare I say it, a superstar.  

Some may be quick to question 

Massacre’s merits or cast shadows 

of doubt on her talents, but what 

they don’t realise is that she’s 

been a part of the industry for 

nearly a decade. Sure, she shot 

to mainstream fame as the sole 

female tattooer on TLC reality 
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When Megan Woznicki—better known to 
the world as Megan Massacre—walks into a 

room, it’s hard not to be drawn to her. True, the 
blindingly bright orange and yellow hair doesn’t 
hurt, but there’s more to it. All it takes is a few 

minutes to realise she’s a major force to be 
reckoned with. And a total sweetheart…

Madame
Massacre

www.MeganMassacre.com

series NY Ink, then as an artist 

on new TLC show America’s 

Worst Tattoos, but that all came 

after she had already proven 

herself as a solid tattoo artist.

Given the pleasure to join 

Massacre for breakfast, we 

jumped right into interview 

mode, as she munched on 

a tiny mountain of fruit as 

bright as her personality. 

HELLO, nEW YORK
“I get there and I didn’t know 

anybody on the production, I 

didn’t know anybody on the cast, 

and I’m just standing outside 

and somebody out there’s like, 

‘Oh, you’re Megan, nice to meet 

Skin Deep Magazine Issue 230
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like, ‘Fuck it, let’s do it!’ and I 

kind of dive into it headfirst. If 

it doesn’t work out, whatever; 

and if it does, then awesome.”

Filming for the first season 

began that very first day she 

arrived at Wooster Street Social 

Club and continued for a month, 

five days a week, ten hours a day.

Forced to figure things out as 

she went, Massacre admits, “I 

was really stressed and I hated 

it and I wanted to quit. The 

entire month I was like, ‘TV is 

not for me, I can’t do this, this 

is not how I live my life’.”

But one thing this young tattoo 

starlet is not is a quitter. Support 

from her peers and the clear 

goal they tasked her with helped 

Massacre keep pushin’ on.

“I actually sat down with 

a bunch of my friends in the 

tattooing industry and I was 

like, ‘What do you think?’ and 

everybody kept saying, ‘There’s 

gonna be people that are gonna 

hate on you, but at the same 

time, you have the opportunity 

to try and do it the right way. 

Just don’t lose who you are, don’t 

make the industry look stupid’.

“I think I’ve succeeded in that 

because I still have all of those 

same friends. Don’t get me 

wrong, when the first season 

came out, there were a lot of 

people that were like ‘Fuck you’ 

76 Megan MaSSaCre
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When the first season 
came out, there were a lot 
of people that were like 
` Fuck you'  and they were 
other tattooers, but they 
weren' t my friends
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say ‘I never signed up for being a 

good example’, well… you did.”

THE REAL WOOSTER 
STREET SOCIAL CLUB
“It’s actually really awesome,” 

says Massacre when talking about 

what Wooster Street Social Club is 

like once TLC has left the building.

“It’s huge! A tattoo shop 

should never be as big as ours 

is,” she laughs. “We just need 

a lot of space when we shoot 

and there’s actually almost two 

separate tattoo areas. One we 

use when we’re filming, which 

has soundproof doors that come 

down, and the main part is open 

and running like a regular tattoo 

shop even when we’re shooting.

“There’s a lot of really cool 

people that work there and 

whereas on the first and second 

season the people you see don’t 

live in New York, the third season 

is mostly everyone that actually 

works and lives there all the 

time. I’m glad they got to be on 

the third season. Not that I didn’t 

like the people on the first and 

second, I loved everybody, but 

it’s kinda cool to give them a 

chance to show their talent!”

LETz MASSACRE, YOU SAY?
When she’s not tattooing, 

filming, designing or modelling, 

Massacre makes time to travel 

to conventions, as well as to 

numerous special events, but 

the latter was, admittedly, 

becoming a little too mundane. 

So she got creative.

“I get asked to do a lot of 

appearances and a lot of them are 

just parties where people want 

me to go and sit at a table and 

have drinks for an hour or two, 

but I’m a worker. If I’m part of an 

event or party, I like to contribute 

to the atmosphere,” she says. 

“So I was like, ‘What could I do 

at these things that’s more than 

me just standing there?’ and 

I thought, ‘Well, they always 

have me go in the DJ booth and 

take pictures, why don’t I learn 

how to DJ?’ You don’t have to be 

some big crazy dubstep DJ, just 

play a couple songs at a party.”

Megan 
Massacre 
on… tattoo 
critiques
because there 
are so many game 
shows in tattooing, 
a really funny 
phenomenon that 
i’m dealing with 
right now is i’ll 
post pictures of 
my tattoos online 
and some people 
are like, ‘yeah, 
well, the left side 
should be a little 
more this shade.’ So 
people who have 
no fucking clue 
what they’re talking 
about are critiquing 
and nitpicking 
details. i’m just 
like, ‘Jesus, you’re 
watching way too 
much ink master!’

and they were other tattooers, 

but they weren’t my friends.”

Becoming tight with the 

cast and crew also helped her 

overcome her doubts—“At that 

point, all of a sudden, it became 

really fun”—and getting mad 

props from viewers not only 

solidified the fact that she 

had made the right choice, 

but that she needed to keep 

going forward with the show.

“I’m not gonna be like ‘I’m 

the best tattooer’, I’m definitely 

not like that, but I’m confident 

in my ability and I think that 

as long as I’m representing 

tattooing in a good light, that’s 

really all that matters.

“I think a lot of tattooers on 

TV are hit or miss. There’s some 

that are great, but there’s a lot 

that are not and it’s not that I 

care if you’re a great tattooer or 

not, it’s more I care what they 

represent to people. I think if 

you’re gonna take part in a TV 

show and be part of the public 

eye, it’s your responsibility to be 

the best example possible. If you 

If you’re gonna take part in a TV show and be part of the public 
eye, it’s your responsibility to be the best example possible. If you 
say ‘I never signed up for being a good example,’ well, you did
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Meeting her now boyfriend, 

Joe Letz, the drummer of 

CombiChrist who has a 

penchant for doing DJ gigs 

while off tour, Massacre 

began learning the ropes 

by accompanying him 

to shows. Once the two 

began dating, Letz had the 

rather ingenious idea to create 

the Letz Massacre side project.

“He said we should just DJ as 

a duo, which is good for a couple 

that’s really, really busy and both 

work and travel all the time, 

because it’s kind of an 

excuse to get to do 

that together,” 

explains 

Massacre 

and smiles, 

“it’s a win-

win for us.”

LOOKInG AHEAD
“I just hope that people 

remember me as a well-respected 

tattoo artist,” starts Massacre 

when asked about what kind 

of legacy she’d like to leave 

behind. “‘Megan, the girl who 

was a really good tattoo artist 

and one of the first artists on 

TV that really respected the 

industry’. And I just really hope 

that when people remember 

me, they’re still looking at my 

work and still appreciating it.

“I hope that I leave positive 

impressions. I see that I inspire 

a lot of young people to tattoo, 

or so they tell me, and I’m happy 

about that, but at the same time, 

the industry is being flooded 

with people that want to learn 

78 Megan MaSSaCre
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to tattoo and they’re awful. And 

it’s not even necessarily because 

they’re awful artists, it’s just 

because they’re not going about 

it the right way. I try so hard 

to tell those people they gotta 

learn the right way. You can’t 

just get a tattoo machine and 

say, ‘I don’t have time to get an 

apprenticeship, so I’m gonna do it 

this way’. Well, no, you don’t really 

have the option. At that point, you 

don’t get to learn how to tattoo.

“Tattooing has become so 

accessible; they sell tattoo 

machines at Sears, that shouldn’t 

be allowed. It’s kind of like 

when somebody’s a hair stylist, 

if they want serious product, 

they have to have a license to go 

buy it and that’s how it should 

be with tattoo equipment.

“I’m sorry, but people don’t 

wake up one day thinking, ‘I 

wanna be a lawyer, but I don’t 

have time for law school or to 

take the bar exam, so I’m just 

gonna buy a couple law books, 

figure it out and then just say 

I’m a lawyer and work as a 

lawyer’. It doesn’t work like 

that. That’s illegal and that’s 

how it should be for tattooing.

“There are so many crappy 

tattoos out there that now I have 

a show, America’s Worst Tattoos, 

all about covering up those crappy 

tattoos—come on, that’s telling you 

something! But what I like about 

doing that show is it’s showing 

people that, you know what? Your 

tattoo may not be as good as you 

think and hopefully, people will 

start to understand the difference 

between good and bad tattoos.”

Tattooing 
has become 
so accessible; 
they sell tattoo 
machines at 
Sears - that 
shouldn' t be 
allowed
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I
n 1994 Peppe decided to 

try out the art of tattooing, 

but it wasn’t something he 

immediately thought he’d 

be doing the rest of his life. 

“I think it started during my 

school years, when I was face 

down in my drawing pad instead 

of paying attention in class,” he 

explains. “When I started getting 

tattooed myself I remember 

thinking that this was something 

I could do myself. It didn’t look 

In the far north of Sweden dwells one of the best realistic 
tattooists in the country. for 20 years, Peppe at Left hand 
Tattoo in Piteå has been adorning skin with realistic motifs, 
a direction he found early on in his career via the legend 
of Paul Booth. So good are his skills now that he was 
named ‘Tattooist of the year’ at the convention, Svenska 
Tatueringsmässan, in norrköping…
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LEFT 
HAnD 
TATTOO

Left Hand Tattoo 
Kyrkbrogatan 5

94131 Piteå
www.lefthandtattoo.se

Instagram: lefthandtattoo

that hard, so a friend of mine lent 

me his tattoo machines when he 

was out of town. I sat in his seat 

and tattooed, and it went very 

well. In those days, of course, 

everything looked like shit and 

I didn’t really realise that it was 

something I’d do for ten, 20 years, 

but it just went on from there.”

After having practiced on 

friends for a while he met 

a colleague named Daniel 

Sundling, with whom he moved 

his business to a cellar facility. 

“People started showing up, 

which made us realise that we 

needed to open up a proper studio. 

And so we did. It didn’t even have 

a name. The sign outside only said 

‘tattoo’, but it became like a studio.”

realism was the name of 

Peppe’s game, more or less 

from the start, or semi realism, 

as he labels it himself. 

“I’m somewhere in between, I 

guess. If you take an image from 
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take some shortcuts. your energy 

should be on both drawing and 

tattooing, so that’s why it isn’t 

hyper-realism, but semi-realism. 

Even when I don’t do designs like 

that I build them up with shading 

and stuff that make them realistic.”

Sometimes, however, it does 

become ‘hyper-realistic’. 

“If you do portraits you most 

often can’t add something personal, 

but then you have the challenge 

of making it precise, and that’s 

the internet and copy it, it’s not 

very fun. I like taking a realistic 

image and draw on it. I could draw 

a proper face from scratch, but it 

would take a really long time. If 

you work every day you need to 

peOpLe started 
shOwIng up, whIch 
Made us reaLIse that 
we needed tO Open 
up a prOper studIO
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I’Ve prObabLy dOne ten tIMes MOre trIbaLs 
than the Others at the studIO—as the OnLy 
studIO In tOwn we had tO dO eVerythIng

fun because you get a positive 

response from the customer.”

The inspiration to do realistic 

came early on from the 

legendary Paul Booth, now at 

Last rites Tattoo in new york. 

“I ordered flash from him straight 

away, more or less. his style 

appealed to me, but when I started 

tattooing he wasn’t the name he is 

today so I mostly did what hung on 

the wall. I’ve done many Spaulding 

& rogers designs that you had 

to enlarge like 100 times in the 

computer just to see the details.”

he also does other styles—

except for old school. 

“I do some Japanese, although 

a lot of people say that what I 

do isn’t in fact Japanese. It’s the 

same thing as with my realistic 

work. I work with shading and 

stuff that adds some realism to 

it. Old school I would never do, 

however. I just don’t like the motifs. 

If I look through a magazine I 

quickly scroll through those pages. 

They don’t appeal to me, and I’ve 

never had to do that either. There 

hasn’t been much of a request 

here in Piteå, and nowadays we 

have Tobbe working here in the 

studio. he’s an old school tattoo 

artist. Even so, I’ve done my share 

of crap, since I did a lot of tribals 

and Chinese signs for many years. 

I’ve probably done ten times more 

tribals than the others here at the 

studio. This was the only studio in 

town, so we had to do everything.”  

Peppe worked with Daniel 

from 1997 to 2005, until the 

latter decided to move south. 

“I decided to get my own 

place,” Peppe says. “When a guy 

named fredrik Edin moved back 

from Stockholm I asked him if 

he wanted to work with me. he 

then worked under the name Left 

hand Tattoo, so we started using 

that. Three, four years ago he 

decided to move on and open up 

no remorse Tattoo. Tobbe started 

working with us before that.”

This brings us up to speed, a well-

established studio in the far north 

of Sweden, with few neighbours 

to be inspired by. This makes 

conventions especially important 

for Peppe and his colleagues.
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“We don’t meet other tattoo 

artists on a daily basis. It’s not 

like you go to the next town very 

often, so it’s important to go to 

conventions and keep yourself 

updated. It’s very inspiring.”

It did however take fairly 

long before he actually 

participated at one. 

“It took over ten years. I always 

felt like I wasn’t good enough, 

but when we finally went to the 

first one the response was good. 

We ended up in a magazine 

and definitely developed a 

taste for the whole thing.”

The convention visits have, 

however, been kept within 

the borders of Sweden. 

“We’ve for instance gone to 

norrköping, Trolhättan, Stockholm, 

Göteborg and Kalmar. With a 

big family, that’s all I can do. We 

have three kids and stables with 

horses. My parents-in-law will 

probably resign if I start going 

abroad. But one day I will go, 

damn it! I’d probably have to pass 

up on one of the Swedish ones, 

something I don’t know if I dare 

do considering how many good 

artists there are in Sweden.”

we dOn’t Meet Other tattOOIsts OFten—cOnVentIOns 
are IMpOrtant tO Keep yOurseLF updated and InspIred

artiSt ProfiLE PePPe
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wINNerS lISt (I)
 BeSt SMall
 Black & Grey
otto d'ambra at 
white elephant

 BeSt larGe
 colour
emils Salmins at 
Portside tattoo, 
liverpool

 BeSt larGe
 Black & Grey
akos Strenner 
at Primitive 
origins, london

I FOUnD MYSELF CORnERED BY THE BOSS OUTSIDE A 
FORTUnE TELLInG BOOTH AnD BEHInD ME THERE’S A 

GUY WITH A FREAKInG HUGE SnAKE AROUnD HIS nECKy
ou ever flown across a 

few times zones—not 

for a holiday—but 

on a trip where you 

have to get back on a plane 

a couple of days later. It kind 

of leaves you feeling like 

you stuck your wet hand in 

the nozzle of a hair dryer.

That’s what it’s like spending 

a weekend at a Jazz show 

these days. They’re pretty 

full-on, with the events team 

making sure that if you’re 

not getting tattooed there’s 

something to see or do at 

every turn of the screw.

So, I figured I’d start the 

Manchester show a little bit 

differently than usual. Normally, 

it’s very much a case of hitting 

the venue the night before, 

but when you do that, you see 

things under construction and 

that gives you a completely 

different mind-set. This year, I 

arrived (un)fashionably late—if 

you can call an hour ‘late’—

and it certainly gives you a 

much different perspective. 

After shaking hands with 

dozens of friends not seen 

for a few months (though it 

really does seem like only 

yesterday most of the time), 

I find myself cornered by the 

boss outside a fortune telling 

booth and behind me there’s a 

guy with a freaking huge snake 

wrapped around his neck. 

This is a new addition 

to proceedings; a fun and 

welcome one, but snakes 

really are viewed best when 

you know they’re there. I’m 

not big on reptilian surprises.

Moving swiftly along, my 

time is best served with 

things I understand. My first 

★Manchester International
★

EST 1992

The significance of the Manchester International Tattoo 
Show should never be underestimated. For many years, it’s 

been a mainstay in the tattoo calendar and now, in the hands 
of the people who bring you Tattoo Jam, Tattoo Freeze and the 

Great British Tattoo Show, it only continues to get better…
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stop is with my convention 

buddy, Derek Nelson—after his 

monster creation of ‘the globe’ 

at GBTS, I find him stashed 

away with none-other than 

Trent making a wasp look sexy 

on his wrist. If you’re gonna be 

sexy, a wasp is surely the way 

to do it. Not so far away, I stop 

by at Rock ‘n’ Roll Tattoo and 

find them doing great things—

but more about that later.

 Also worthy of note before I 

get cornered again, Rob Bates 

(who can officially stay awake 

as long as Derek and me) was 

tuning-up for some brilliant 

work; Ravi from Finland made 

his first appearance and was 

mighty pleased to find the 

Manchester natives both 

friendly and interested in his 

work—that’s always good 

to see when people travel 

far to join us at the circus.

 On the friendly kudos circuit, 

I have made no secret that I 

think Otto (now in his own 

place called White Elephant) 

is a fine and wonderful artist. 

Professionally, I probably 

shouldn’t have favourites, 

but his work captivates me 

personally and it was good to 

see him win something this 

weekend. Talking of which, 

one artist who I’ve always 

managed to miss working in 

the flesh who I spent some time 

with was Mark Bester—holy 

cow, that guy is a class act 

in the making. Watch out for 

extremely good things from 

him in the coming years. Fact.

 Somewhere along the line, 

Sunday turned up. I grabbed 

a coffee with Louis Molloy—

always a pleasure to shoot 

the breeze with him. If you 

ever want to know what’s 

going on in the world, he’s 

always a good place to start.

 Meanwhile, if there were 

awards for ‘randomly but 

fascinatingly put together 

booths’ there would have been 

a real life Mexican stand-off 

between Woody and Fade FX. 

Fade is very, very cool; turns out 

she has quite a unique life—one 

that we’ll be catching up here 

with sooner rather than later. 

Mark my words, she’s one artist 

that is going be high in  

tHe veNue
The complex 
was originally 
manchester central 
railway station, one 
of the city's main 
railway terminals. It 
was built between 
1875 and 1880 
and was closed 
to passengers on 
5 may 1969. The 
station served as 
the terminus for 
midland Railway 
express trains to 
London St Pancras. 
The station’s large 
arched roof—a 
huge wrought-iron 
single-span arched 
roof, spanning 210 
feet (64m), 550 feet 
(168m) long, and 90 
feet (27m) high—was 
a noted piece of 
railway engineering 
and is the widest 
unsupported iron 
arch in britain after 
the barlow train 
shed at London St 
Pancras.
At its height in the 
1930s more than 
400 trains passed 
through the station 
every day. The 
station operated 
for 89 years, before 
closing in may 
1969 following the 
‘beeching’ cuts. It 
became derelict and 
the train shed was 
used as an indoor 
car park.
Now however, it 
makes a mighty fine 
venue for a tattoo 
show—come 2014, 
come see. It will be 
fun—promise! 

OnE ARTIST WHO I’vE ALWAYS MAnAGED TO 
MISS WORKInG In THE FLESH WHO I SPEnT 
SOME TIME WITH WAS MARK BESTER—HOLY 

COW, THAT GUY IS A CLASS ACT In THE MAKInG
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demand as we hit 2014.

As usual, the sheer weight 

of the weekend stopped me 

from hanging out quite as 

much as I would like—that’s 

nothing new but one of these 

days, I’ve promised myself 

to sit down with every single 

artist for at least ten minutes. 

That will be the day…

Anyway, as promised: a word 

about Piotr Gie at Rock ‘n’ Roll 

Tattoo. I’d never seen anything 

like it before, but his four 

awards in a row was more than 

well deserved. It felt weird to 

me, the other judges, and even 

Piotr himself. He might as well 

have just hung out at the side of 

the stage—the first to pique my 

interest (pique! I must use that 

word again sometime) was the 

little rabbit that won best small 

colour. It was indeed small so 

didn’t break the rules, it was 

most definitely colour, but more 

wINNerS lISt (II)
 BeSt orIeNtal
Sid Siamese 1 at 
Infinity tattoo

 BeSt PortraIt
richard Guy at the 
tattoo lounge

 BeSt oF
 Saturday
andy walker at 
creative vandals

 BeSt realISM
williams Jones 
at Body art

 BeSt oF
 coNveNtIoN
Piotr Gie at rock 'n' 
roll tattoo, dundee

than anything, it was a great 

design and cleanly executed—

which while that might seem 

obvious to say, sometimes gets 

the better of a few artists in a 

convention atmosphere. It’s not 

always easy doing your thing 

when people keep stopping by 

to look at what you’re doing.

Having said that, it was tough 

call between that and Andy 

Walker’s brilliant execution 

of a Minion-ised Iron Man. 

When a tattoo can effortlessly 

bring a smile to four burned 

out judges, you know you’re 

doing something right.

Next stop—the mighty Tattoo 

Jam.  Let’s get it on…

I’D nEvER SEEn AnYTHInG LIKE IT BEFORE, 
BUT PIOTR GIE’S FOUR AWAR DS In A ROW 

WERE MORE THAn WELL DESERvED—HE MIGHT 
AS WELL’vE HUnG OUT BESIDE THE STAGE
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northampton on the road
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on the road northampton

RUSH
In cInemas now

Set in the days of Formula 1 
when racing was more about the 
sheer bloody minded courage 
(or stupidity) and brilliance of 
the man behind the wheel rather 
than the technology under the 
bonnet, rush is exactly that—a 
thrilling rush of speed, power, 
adrenalin and excitement mainlined 
straight to your stomach.

it’s based on the intense 
rivalry between two of Formula 
1’s more interesting characters; 
Germany’s coldly logical but 
technically talented niki Lauda 
(daniel Bruhl, uncannily resembling 
the real man) and england’s hot-
headed hedonist, James ‘the 
shunt’ Hunt (chris Hemsworth 
proving there is far more to him 
than hammer-wielding Thor).

director ron Howard manages 
to capture the sheer, breathless 
excitement and terror of all this—at 
the time Formula 1 was an intensely 
dangerous sport with plenty of 
fatalities—and yet add a supremely 
human dimension. Lauda and Hunt 
are not simply a cold, humourless 
German and a heavy-drinking, 
womanising Brit, but complex, multi-
layered men driven by personal 
demons, beset by doubts and 
yet absolutely focused on one 
thing—winning. it’s testament to 
the talents of all involved that the 
quiet scenes within the film are 
just as compelling as the utterly 
amazing race sequences when you 
feel you can smell that petrol, sense 

that heat coming off the engines 
and hear that deafening roar.

one stroke of genius from 
writer Peter Morgan is that the 
film is very even-handed; it doesn’t 
take sides and make Lauda the 
baddie and Hunt the hero. You 
never feel you are being invited 
to root for one or the other, but 
that you want them both, in their 
own way, to be the victor.

You don’t have to be a fan of 
Formula 1 to enjoy this film because 
even though it’s all about the racing, 
in reality it really isn’t—it’s about a 
battle of wills, about seeing how 
far an individual is willing to go in 
order to defeat a rival and about 
the all consuming thrill of pushing 
yourself to the utmost limit.
Dee Pilgrim

AIN’T THEM 
BODIES SAINTS
on GeneRaL ReLease

From the opening shots of dappled 
sunlight through leaves falling on 
the heads of two young lovers you 
know this is going to be a film of 
moments and spaces rather then 
relentless action. The lovers are 
ruth (rooney Mara) and Bob (casey 
affleck), two small-time felons living 
in the sleepy backwater of Meridian, 
Texas. They are hopelessly, foolishly 
obsessed with each other and 
seemingly relish their roles as a 
latter day Bonnie and clyde.

Bob, in particular, seems to 
find the notion of being an outlaw 
incredibly romantic and, in a way, 

heroic. But one day the police are 
on their tails and they hole up in 
a rickety abandoned house and a 
shoot-out ensues. ruth injures the 
local sheriff, Patrick (Ben Foster), 
but when the pair subsequently 
surrender, it is Bob who takes 
responsibility and is sent to jail.

Four years later, ruth is still living 
in Meridian and in Bob’s absence 
she has given birth to their daughter, 
whom Bob has never seen. The one-
time bad girl has turned out to be 
a wonderfully attentive and loving 
mother, a state of affairs Skerritt 
(Keith carradine) the owner of 
the local hardware shop, and also 
Patrick, the sheriff she shot, want 
to maintain. So when news arrives 
that Bob has broken out of jail and 
is making his way across country 
back to Meridian and his family 
tensions and emotions run high.

That tension—although never 
expressed verbally by ruth—is 
so palpable in every carefully 
constructed shot of the film, 
you find yourself holding your 
breath waiting for the inevitable 
collision of the past and present. 
although it is set in the 1970s 
the film has a timeless feel to it 
and could just as easily be telling 
a tale from the 1870s; a tale of 
love and loss and sacrifice and 
new birth and redemption. 

Like Malick’s Badlands and 
days of Heaven, echoes of which 
reverberate throughout this 
movie, ain’t Them Bodies Saints 
is cinema as a sometimes baffling, 
but always beautiful, work of art.
Dee Pilg

LET’S ExPLORE 
DIABETES 
wITH OwLS
DaVID seDaRIs, aBacUs BooKs

if you’re looking for something to 
get your teeth into for the next few 
weeks, allow me to point you in the 
direction of a gem that i picked up on 
a whim—not least because the cover is 
wonderful—one of those books were 
the booksellers start staring you down 
because you’ve been reading it for too 
long in the store. it’s called Let’s explore 
diabetes With owls from david 
Sedaris and it’s a doozy. now there’s a 
word that doesn’t need reincorporating 
into the english language.

Sedaris is quite well known as a 
humourist and essayist of some repute 
but having chewed this up faster than 
it took anybody to typeset the book 
itself, i think it’s fair to say that he’s 
nothing more than a brilliant observer 
of the human condition—and that’s 
something i can really get my teeth 
into. While he really is genuinely funny 
(as opposed ‘not just because the 
publisher say he is’) more than this, 
nearly everything he writes about is 
aimed at pointing out just how small 
and inconsequential the human race 
is when it faces the mighty universe 
and all the things it can throw at us.

From relationships to a simple visit 
to the zoo or choosing a present for 
your partner—his stories spin wildly 
out of control with a guarantee that 
you could put yourself in his shoes at 
any given moment in time and identify 
with him—which makes Sedaris kind of 
a 21st century Woody allen if you’re 
looking for a peg to hang it on.

This collection of essays won’t take 
you long to plough through. He has a 
genuine fan in me and if you give him 
a try, i can pretty much guarantee he 
will hook you in as well. owls isn’t his 
only book and if you like what you find, 
you should hunt the others down.

i’m sitting here wishing he had 
even a vague interest in tattoos so 
i could offer him some work—now 
that would be a game changer…
Mr Smith
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THIs IssUe, we HaVe some aLTeRnaTIVes To THe 
aLTeRnaTIVes—GaTHeR THese THInGs aRoUnD YoU 
anD Become InsTanTLY cULTUReD!
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WhEThEr yOU’rE LOOKInG fOr An ADDITIOnAL ArTIST 
fOr yOUr STUDIO, A hOUSE MAnAGEr Or ArE SELLInG An 
ESTABLIShED BUSInESS LOCK, STOCK AnD TWO SMOKInG 
BArrELS, ThESE frEE STrEAMLInED CLASSIfIEDS OUGhT 
TO GET ThE BALL rOLLInG. SEnD yOUr nEEDS TO JAZZ 
PUBLIShInG, 1 MArChEr COUrT, SEALAnD rOAD, ChESTEr 
Ch1 6BS, Or EMAIL ThEM InTO: EDITOr@SKInDEEP.CO.UK
All details correct at time of going to press. Adverts cannot be taken over the phone. Please include 
your full studio details even if they are not to accompany the wording.

Tattoo Artist Wanted for 

rapidly expanding tattoo 

studio in Macclesfield, 

Cheshire. Must be friendly, 

have an up to date portfolio 

and studio experience. no 

drink, drug or diva issues. 

Please email examples of 

work and contact details to 

apocalyptinkfront@gmail.com

Fantastic opportunity for an 
experienced Tattooist to join 
our team for the re-launch 
of our shop folklore Tattoos! 
A comprehensive portfolio is 
required that covers free hand 
and custom work. If interested 
please send your portfolio 
tofolkloretattoos@live.com

Skin Deep Magazine Issue 230

Body Piercer Wanted - Preferably 
female. revolver Tattoo rooms 
in Torquay are looking for a Body 
Piercer to join our friendly and 
hard working team. Successful 
applicants will have at least two 
years studio experience and be 
trained in both above the waist 
and genital piercings. Although 
we will accept applicants who are 
willing to pursue below the waist 
piercing training once they are 
in situ. Experience with Dermal 
Anchors and Skin Divers would 
also be an advantage. Although we 
do currently have a very steady 
piercing business, and a very good 
reputation for body modification, 
we would expect any new piercer 
to be prepared to be proactive in 
growing this side of the studio's 
business even further. Come and 
join us at the seaside! 
Apply via email to thedavidperry@
yahoo.co.uk, or via facebook at the 
revolver rooms page.

Two full time tattoo artists 
wanted: Monster Ink is a well 
established tattoo studio in Ayr, 
Scotland. We are looking for 
three years minimum studio 
experience. Portfolio of artwork 
and completed custom tattoos 
is a must. Good all rounder. no 
drug/alcohol/ego problems! The 
position is permanent and can start 
A.S.A.P Call 01292 261031 or Email 
monsterinkstudio@gmail.com for 
further info 

Costa Blanca / SPAIN: Tattoo, 
Piercing- and nail-studio for sale 
(leasehold), located in the center of 
the village within 300mtr. walking 
distance to the beach. 7 km to 
Benidorm. The Studio is all year 
trading and well known. Inside 

there are 3 separate cabins ( 2 
tattoo + 1 piercing) with separate 
sterilisations-cabin. Big public room 
with reception desk and thousands 
of designs, computer with biggest 
flash-catalogue, copy machine, a lot 
of piercing jewellery. Very modern, 
clean, sterile and fully licensed. 
Lease terms 5 years renewable, very 
cheap rent. View photos at www.
facebook.com/tattoolavila or call 0034 
649 214 426 for more info.

Tattoo artist wanted for a new 
studio in Wigan/Lancashire area. 
Must have 5yrs minimum studio 
experience portfolio would be 
beneficial. Must be professional, 
reliable, out going, friendly and 
good attitude with people. Please 
call 01942 396935 or email me at 
kathb67@gmail.com

Tattoo artist required to become 
part of our growing studio in 
Bradford city centre. All rounder 
with studio experience and a 
strong portfolio essential. no drug/
drink/ego problems; apprentices/
scratchers/kitchen wizards need 
not apply! Also looking for an 
experienced body piercer. Must be 
capable of basic piercing, dermals/
surface/body mods desirable. To 
apply for either positions drop us an 
email, rob.doubtfire@hotmail.co.uk

Tattoo artist wanted in an 
established personal custom 
studio located near great 
yarmouth, norfolk. Brand 
new bespoke studio to be 
opening in January 2014 with 
great opportunities! Must 
be able to impress me with 
an outstanding portfolio of 
drawings and tattoos. Terms 
to be discussed. Please contact 
jacko at inkasylum@hotmail.co.uk.

Clothing • Footwear • Books
Accessories • Homeware  
Tattoo Aftercare • Drink
Flash/Art • Jewellery

FEATURED BRANDS

£90.0
0

£375.0
0

£23.0
0

£14
.9

9

£16
.9

9

www.bigtattooplanet.com

TATTOOS | SHOP | COMMUNITY

The Big Tattoo Planet store is...

STARTSHOPPINGNOW!

£14
.9

9
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O
ne of my most used 

responses to the “does 

it hurt?” question is, 

“not as much as having 

babies”, because almost everyone 

instinctively understands that the 

intense love for a new baby far 

outweighs the pain of childbirth. 

To work, labour, suffer and endure 

is intrinsic to our biology and our 

culture—working a job you hate in 

order to save for a holiday you’ll 

love is essentially the same thing 

as sitting for a tattoo, yet negative 

associations regarding tattoos, 

pain and self harm still pervade. 

I often find myself denying the 

assumptions of strangers who 

tell me that I “must love pain”.

Of course, some personal 

narratives do connect self-injury 

with tattoos, but rarely are they 

presented as two sides of one 

coin. Instead, tattooing oneself is 

often linked with recovery; it can 

be an effective way to conceal or 

transform old scars, can restore 

previously eroded self-esteem and 

replaces old shame with new pride.

A ‘love of pain’ is not what 

motivates those that self harm 

anyway—it’s a coping mechanism, 

intended to provide relief or 

distraction from emotional 

anguish. The human body’s 

physiological response to 
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injury is to release hormones—

endorphins—which act as natural 

pain killers (presumably so our 

Palaeolithic ancestors could run 

away from the beast that had 

just bitten them) and it makes 

sense that a person suffering from 

emotional pain might seek comfort 

by deliberately triggering the 

biological response to physical pain. 

The same feel-good endorphins 

are activated by fear, (explaining 

the joys of rock climbing, 

snowboarding and sky diving) 

and by strenuous exercise—they 

make running not just tolerable, 

but enjoyable. Endorphins calm us 

down and make us feel great and 

they allow us to carry on when 

we are ready to give in or give 

up. I’m a regular gym-goer (I’m 

currently obsessed with spinning) 

and when I’m tired or not at my 

best, I start out hating each minute 

and telling myself that I can’t 

continue. yet I know that if I power 

through, I will start to enjoy it, 

and afterwards I’ll feel amazing.

Sitting for a tattoo is almost 

exactly the same experience—I 

don’t want to do it, I know it will 

hurt and that I’m going to have to 

work hard to keep still, but I know 

that sitting well brings lasting 

benefits, even the most talented 

artist will struggle to do their 

best work on a fidgeting canvas

Some sessions are easier than 

others, a bad day, being in a rush, 

or a bit run down, not getting 

enough sleep, the placement, 

the tattooist’s technique or 

‘bedside manner’ can all make the 

process more difficult to endure. 

As customers we develop little 

rituals to minimise the anticipated 

discomfort, taking along certain 

foods, wearing particular kinds of 

clothing, listening to specific music. 

It allows us to feel in control and 

keeps us occupied whilst we wait 

for the endorphins to kick in and 

help out—and they really do help. 

More than once, I’ve been surprised 

by the sound of my own voice 

saying, “Sure, I’m fine to carry on” 

when just moments earlier I was 

silently pleading for a power cut. 

After the stencil is applied and 

the hectographic paper peeled 

away, I often think, ‘Wouldn’t it 

be great if that were it? Tattoo 

done, 20 seconds, no pain’. But if it 

were that easy, would I still want 

to be a tattooed person? Or is at 

least some of the value directly 

related the difficulty? I’ve never 

used topical anaesthesia, to me, it’s 

cheating—but if the pain is just the 

route and tattooing my whole body 

is the destination, why do I insist 

on taking the more difficult path?

Maybe one day, as I get older 

and the remaining blank spots 

get increasingly tender I will be 

tempted to bend my self-made 

rules, until then, I’ll just get 

by with my endorphin high—

maybe I do love pain after all.

‘Endurance is not just the 

ability to bear a bad thing, but 

to turn it into glory’—William 

Barclay, 20th century theologian. 

“you have to push yourself 

to feel the benefits”—Pete, 21st 

century spinning instructor.

www.skindeep.co.uk98 nO Cheating
aN eye IS uPoN you

I’Ve been surprIsed by the sOund 
OF My Own VOIce sayIng, “sure, 

I’M FIne tO carry On” when Just 
MOMents earLIer I was sILentLy 

pLeadIng FOr a pOwer cut

I don’t like pain, I don’t enjoy the sensation of being tattooed. I consider it an 
unavoidable chore with a desirable end point, like housework—I hate cleaning, 
but I love a tidy home, and I hate getting a tattoo, but I love being tattooed. Like a 
horrible bus journey to a lovely destination, I put up with it because it’s worth it

nO cheatIng






